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Study finds new jail cost efficient answer
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

counties costs Calloway $22 per
day per person. In addition, it
requires extra personnel and
vehicles.

CC It has come Calloway County's turn to

A jail feasibility study predeal with the issue and at some point, it
sented to the Calloway County
has to be done 1i
provides
Fiscal Court Thursday
support for what many Calloway
...Theo Gemmel
Countians have been saying all
along.
According to thc study, buildnext 20 years, and found that it
Consultants said in the report
ing a new 1(X)-bed jail, which
would end up costing more than
feasible
that
to
"it
remodel
is
not
could cost about S3 million, is
building your own, assuming the
attempt
the
facility
to
add
or
to
to
the only cost efficient way to
current jail could be made into a
comply with state regulations. its area due to site and existing
96-hour holdover facility."
constraints."
building
rather than renovating current
Ron Hanley, jail service speThe study, which was prepared
facilities or transporting prisoners
cialist for the Kentucky DepartEngiKenar
&
Architectural
by
to other jails.
ment of Corrections, said the
neering of Benton, was presented
The county jail, located two
state
is not mandating that Calloblocks north of the courthouse, to the court for consideration.
way County build a jail.
which
concommittee,
The
jail
was ordered closed by the Ken"Your jail has been ordered
sists of Ray Coursey, Jailer Pat
tucky Department of Corrections
he said. "It is your deciclosed,"
Paschall, Marvin Harris, magislast fall because the facilities do
son_whether you ciccidc to build a
---trates-Dart—Miller
Laxand-Steve
not comply with minimum state
and County Judge/Executive J.D. new one."
regulations.
Williams, has been working to
However, the jail remains open
Paschall said several surroundgather information since
pending the outcome of appeals
counties are holding Callo7
ing
September.
in Franklin Circuit COUrtr."
way County prisoners.
"I think you know that the
The study also indicated that
—"We have 14. in Marshall, four
Kentucky State. Law put you
"the existing Calloway County
in
Fulton, two in Graves, one in
this position," said architect HarJail cannot easily be renovated to
Warren, six in McCracken and
old Fletcher, Jr. "After we did the
meet the requirements of the
one in Trigg," he said. "We have
basic analysis, we looked at
Kentucky Minimum Standards
close to 57-60 prisoners today."
transporting prisoners for the
for Local Jails."
Housing prisoners in other

Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is responsible for
transportation of the prisoners.
Although Paschall said the
jail's capacity is 32 beds, it often
has more than the mandated limit.
"The fiscal court didn't decide
to do this," said engineer Theo
Gammel. "It has come Calloway
County's turn to deal with the
issue and at some point, it has to
be done."
Williams said the jail committee will continue working on the
issue.
Coursey, WW-ii serving as
committee chairman, said he is
pleased with the study.
"This is something we needed
to have," he said. "None of us
have - ever - built a jail and we
needed the figures to back us up.
We have to make a case for getting the money and right now, we

AMY WILSON/Ledger

▪ See Pagi 2

SCIENTIFIC ATTRACTION

T,mes photo

County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams, right, examines the completed
jail feasibility study with Ray Coursey, center, and Jailer Pat Paschall.

Douglass plan on hold
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

best to hold action until residents
will protect the health and safety
are given a chance to review the of residents.
plan. A meeting has been set for
'Eliminating substandard
March 22 at 7 p.m. in the council buildings and improving streets
chambers.
and sidewalks.
.Removing dwellings near
"We need to have another
manufacturing facilities, which
public hearing to ensure all the
people understand what we're
produced_ dust, noise, fumes and
about to do," said committee
traffic.
chairman Danny Hudspeth.
'Initiating rehabilitation
The plan outlines specific
through loans and providing proobjects of the redevelopment professional and technical assistance
ject including:
to the community.
'Providing provisions for resiA specific land-use plan that
dential participation.
delineates zoning requirements
"Balancing construction work
and restrictions is also included
with community activity.
in-- the plan.
"Utilizing legal and financial
uquisition techtools.
*Creating an environment that •See Page 2

City council approval of an
urban renewal plan was delayed
pending another meeting with
residents from the Douglass area.
In order to begin the rehabilitation project in the Douglass community, the city has to approve
an urban renewal plan that is in
line with statutory regulations.
The Douglass area is primarily
residential and located between
Main and Chestnut streets and
Fourth Street and Industrial Road
The North Douglass Improvement Committee met Thursday
night prior to the council meetind
to discuss the plan.
'
Members decided -it would be

i

Murray system looks at KIRIS
portfolios.
•.
Scores from the 1992-93
assessment were released by the
state Thursday. They will be
combined with scores from the
current school year's tests, which
were taken last month, to determine how close schools are to a
State Board of Education goal.

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger it Times photo

Ssg. Anthony Wright, representing the National Science Center of Fort Gordon, Ga., hands out a magnet
for Calloway County Middle School 8th grade students to inspect. The science center's mobile unit, which
tours the nation promoting science and technology to students, visited Calloway County this week.

The Murray Board of Education was informed at its monthly
meeting Thursday night on how
students in the Murray School
System are doing at the halfway
point of the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System (KIRIS) assessments.
KIRIS is administered to students at the fourth, eighth and
12th grade levels to measure how
students can apply learned knowledge. It consists of multiple
choice and short answer essay
questions, individual and small
group questions and writing

Schools that improve by more
than 1 percent and move 10 percent of their students out of the
lowest (novice) performance
level receive monetary awards
from the state, while schools
whose scores drop by more than
five points receive sanctions.
"The fourth grade is close (to

Court approves sheriff's settlement
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although the Calloway County
Fiscal Court approved the 1993
sheriff's settlement Thursday,
officials claim the school district
owes more than 5116.000 for collection fees.

iff's office collected
53,439,503.g2 for the county
school system.
"They received the money, but
we did the work and we haven't
been paid," Burton said. "They
haven't provided us with any
reimbursements.

Rita Burton, who is secretary
to County Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams and served as his secretary while he was sheriff, told
the court that in 1993 the sher-

"Based on 3.38 percent, the
school system owes us
S116,255.23;" she said.
According to the law, the sheriff's office can keep 1.5 percent

MEETINGS
III The Murray State University board
of regents will meet at 10 a m March 12
in the board room of Wells Hall The
board will go into executive sessfOrt- to
discuss personnel matters

I

to 4 percent of the collected tax.
Since 1990, Williams and the
Calloway County school board
have been in a legal battle over
the amount the sheriff charges for
collection of fees.

In other business, the' court:
School officials have said as
'Approved the purchase of a
long as the sheriff owes the dis- $3,187 phone system by Sheriff
trict money, no commission payStan Scott, which would include
ments will be made.
Seven- new phones and an addiIn 1993, a special commission- tional phone line.
er ruled that the sheriffs department owes the school district • See Page 2

SPORTS

IM The Edgar family, like many others
in Murray, are still hoping Murray State's
Racers will get a bid for the NCAA
tournament

Page 12

•

SPECIAL
MI Weather alert sirens at Murray
State University will be activated sometime next week as part of a statewide
test during Severe Weather "Awareness
Week Kentucky State Police will notify
MSU public safety as to when to test the
sirens, which are on top of Lovett AuditOriuM, Springer and Woods Halls

II See Page 2

Parental consent bill passes Senate
•

577,824 for excessive tax collection charges made by the sheriff
from 1986 to 1992.
Williams is appealing that
ruling.

being at a level to receive
rewards), but they're not there
yet,"_ said Dr. Robert Lewis,
director of curriculum and
instruction for the Murray system. "We're potentially in a
reward frame of mind at the 8th
grade level and we're also very
close at 12th grade. We should
know by fall."
Also at the meeting, School
Superintendent W.A. Franklin
reported that renovations at Carter Elementary School are going
very well at this point.
The renovations, which are

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Senate today passed a "parental
consent" bill sought by abortion opponents.
It would require an unwed minor seeking an abortion to get a
court order if she could not obtain one parent's permission.
The vote after 45 hours of sometimes emotional debate was 32-3.
The Senate's only woman, Democrat Susan Johns of Louisville,
abstained.
The bill goes to the House, where virtually identical legislation
passed easily two years ago but died in a Senate committee.
If enacted, the bill would amend a Kentucky statute that required
the consent of both parents. It was declared unconstitutionally
restrictive by a federal judge, so it was never enforced.
• See Page 2
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II Murray system...

•Douglass...

lunch when I came here, but it's
getting more, and so as the dropout rate," Hurt said. "We're also
seeing more discipline problems,
and we *ant to help the parents
with their parenting skills By
helping the parents. we ultimately
hope to help the .tukients."
Hurt said the federal grant,
which would be at least S75,000,
would serve between 30 and 40
families in the school system. "I
feel like there will be a lot of districts applying for it," she said.
"It's based on need, and there are
some school districts with 80 percent of the students receiving free
lunch, so even though we don't
have that many students on free
lunch, we're still going to try to
get it."
*Accepted a bid of $5,945
from McDonald CPA of Eddyville for auditing services for the
.next fiscal year.
*Approved an application for a

FROM PAGE 1
being done by Crouch Construeuon of Mayfield at a cost of
$1 15,800. include converting
classrooms into office space,
creating a conference room and a
board of education room, renovating restwoms and new .arpet
and paint.
Franklin said that new doorways are alreaty cut and half of
the new walls are up after just
one week of work "I was told
that by next week, all the dry
rock should be on the walls," he
said. "This project IS moving
quickly, and 1 feel good about
what l'ye seen so far "
In other action Thursday night,
the board:
*Approved an application for
an Even Start grant. Even Start is
similar to Head Start, but focuses
on working with parents, said
Jean Hurt, principal at Murray
Primary School. who will be
involved in wnung the grant.
"We had a minimal number of
students on free and reduced

is in charge of
*Approved a leave of absence
for Diane Basiak.
*Approved several overnight
trip requests.
*Heard a report from Willie
Jackson, director of pupil personnel and uansponsuon, on student
attendance Jackson reported that
for the fifth month of the current
school year. attendance was
94.84 percent, down from 96 06
percent from the year before
.Cumulative attendance for the
school year was 95.85 percent,
with 1.322 students enrolled.
*Heard a report from Katie
Carpenter, director of information
and publications for Murray.
Schools, about all of the publications originating from Murray
Middle School
*Heard a report from board
chairman Van Haverstock on a
leadership conference he and
board vice chairman Dr Hollis
Clark attended while at the Kentucky School Boards Association
meeting in Louisville last month,

$245,000 supplemental Head
Start grant, which would be spent
on all the Head Start programs in
the region that the Murray system

FROM PAGE 1
niques outlines the terms for
acquistion whether it be voluntary or involuntary
There are eight properties
scheduled for acquisition including 201 and 200 Walnut Street,
205. 207, 209. 215 and 301 L.P.
Miller Street; and 119 Spruce
Street.
'The structures at 200 Walnut
and 209 Miller are not occupied.
.Twenty-five houses are scheduled for some type of
rehabilitation.
The city received a $750,000
grant for the redevelopment project last July.
Since then, some residents in
the Douglass community have not
been pleased with the city's plans
to acquire property on L.P. Miller
and re/one it for commercial use.
Two meetings with residents
since December have been unsuccessful in reaching an
understanding.
However. Elias said Thursday,
night he thinks residents will be

11 Sheriff's settlement...
PROM

to the Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority and Oneida
Boyd to the Murray-Calloway
Count y-hospitaT-board
*Approved a 22-lot subdivision
called Butterworth Manor
Sutidivrsion.
*Discussed -.a report on solid
waste,made by City planner Don
Elias.
Elias asked the court if it

PAGE 1

*Gave the constables perm's'.
--siOft-to-ptace blue-tights- on-Their
patrol cars at their expense.
"It seems to me that if they are
going to pull people over at
. night, it could he dangerous if
they don't have light." said
magistrate Dan Miller.
*Appointed John Youngerman

wanted to specify that private
haulers of solid waste must deposit the materials in one place.
"One of- the-big problerris is Tor
anyone to operate a landfill, he
must have a large amount of solid
. waste coming in," Elias said.
4111gThe.landfilkoperators would like
for ps to know. that we are in control of where the waste in our
count) is going."
The court is consulting with
the county attorney on the issue.
Currently, private solid waste
haulers must have permits, but
there is nothing specific that
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mandates where the

waste

must

be taken.
*Akreed to consider a request
for $600 to be added to the

1994-95 budget from Carolyn
Smith of Rape Victims Service so
an office can be established in
the Wcaks_ Center,.

•Jail...
FROM PAGE 1

don't know where it is going to
come from."
Coursey said a feasibility study
is necessary when applying for
grants from the state.
The court plans to examine the
study before taking any action.

1001 Whitnell Dr
Murray KY 42071

tSimple
We Want to be Remembered'

• • Glendale at Whttnell

dangerous. If so, the city will
remove them.
Also, decorations will not be
allowed if they inhibit mowing or
other maintenance activities. The
decorations should be placed on

stones or in other areas.
"All artificial decorations
located at the base of monuments

shall be removed by April 1 each
year." according to the proposal.
Finally, other decorations at
the base of monuments must be
removed and disposed of one
week after placement unless
someone takes responsibility for
their care.
The ordinance will come
before the council in two weeks
for a second reading.
Other action pending before
the council included the second
reading of an ordinance which
will close an undeveloped street
between Fourth and Fifth Streets.
That ordinance was unanimously approved.
Approval of the first reading of
an ordinance eliminating one-way
traffic on 13th Street from Vine
to Poplar was granted after the

first reading of the ordinance.
The stop signs on Poplar
Street, at the intersection of 13th
will be removed, and Poplar will
become a through street. In addition, parking on 13th Street will
be limited to the west side.

•Parental consent...

,

sng, kdeme

more comfortable with the project once they see the urban
renewal plan.
In other action, the council
approved the first reading of an
ordinance, which makes various
changes in the city cemetery's
operation.
One of the amendments relates
to the planting of trees and other
living flora.
According to the proposed
ordinance, no trees or other living
plants or flowers can be planted
in the cemetery unless an area is
designated in an official plan.
Living memorials presently
located in the cemetery are
exempt unless the memorials are
determined to be unsightly or

Gall the circulabon dept between
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CLARIFICATION
In Wednesday's newspaper, it
was inaccurately reported that the
Calloway County school board
filed suit against former sheriff
J.D. Williams when he began
charging 4 percent for collection
of fees. Rita Burton, who worked
with Williams and is currrently
his secretary in the county judge/
executive's office, said the 4 percent rate had been charged since
1984 by the previous sheriff and
the suit was filed when the tax.-rate was doubled because of the
implementation of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act,

FROM PAGE 1

Sen. Tim Philpot, an outspoken
abortion opp6nent, said it was
"important for us to reaffirm the
authority of parents" over decisions of their children.

Johns, a Democrat, said .
the
option of going to -court actually
would be no option at ill"'for
many teens.
She said judges had told her
Jammed court dockets would
make it impossible to give a reasoned decision on an abortion
application within 72 hours, as
the proposed law would require.
Johns also said at least one
Judge told her he was unalterably
opposed to abortion and would
refuse to sign an abortion order.
Johns and Philpot. R Lexington, both criticized the
way the bill had been handled.
The Senate Judiciary Committee killed it in 1992, never permitting a hearing or a vote.
Democratic leaders who control

the senate allowed the bill to get
out of committee this year on one
-condition: no amendments.
On Tuesday, Judiciary Committee Chairman Kelsey Friend
hastily convened a meeting of the
committee in a corner of the
Senate during a recess. There was
no discussion; members of the
public are not permitted on the
Senate floor.
Johns called it a "political
fiasco." Ptidpot, who filed lawsuits this scssion and last to try to
force action on today's abortion
bill and two others, agreed.
"This is symbolic of how government operates," Philpot said.
"Wc have had no debate on this
hill."
Instead, the Judiciary Committee met "in the darkest corner of
this chamber ... where the cameras can't reach us, where the
microphones can't hear what we
said."

Explosive mix of money,
guns confounds legislature

background checks the don't
really like anyway.
"Somebody in Kentucky has
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
GUM. are a.. touchy Alm around. to be (designated). Regardless of
the Kentucky General Assembly. who it is, it's going to cost,"
Wellman said.
The legislature voted years ago
The only agency in Kentucky
that no one in the state could regwith
the computer capability to
ulate them except for concealed
make the checks through national
weapons.
Now comes the federal govern- crime information computers is
the state police.
ment, requiring that handgun
Wellman initially floated the
buyers be subjected to a backidea
of a $20 fee for background
ground check. And lawmakers
checks, which was quickly shot
PICK 3:
don't like it.
down. Wellman now says he can
6-2-8
But the subject has also touchit for $6.
do
ed off an old rivalry between
CASH 5:
Then the sheriffs got involved,
county sheriffs and the Kentucky
I-4-17-24-25
rhough many don't have the
State Police.
capability, they still
technical
THE PICK:
The issue is who should conduct the background checks of want the job. And they would be
handgun buyers required by the able to impose a fee unilaterally.
Ray Stoess, executive director
federal Brady Law and, perhaps
more important, who should pay of the Kentucky Sheriffs Association, said smaller counties
the cost.
The state police are now doing "would be a problem."
But he said with proper financthe work, but Justice Secretary
Billy Wellman complains there is ing all counties could get hooked
into the computer system. "The
no extra money to pay for it.
Some county sheriffs say they sheriffs just feel like we've been
should be doing the work and treated as second-class citizens,"
three of them have filed a .lawsuit Stoess said.
Then there is the lingering
to force the issue.
Legislators are sort of in the issue of corruption in sherifrs
middle and don't like the idea of offices, demonstrated by the perrequiring
anybody to pay for iodic indictments against
or IIIIIIRRAY AND C.A1.1.0•1Av COuhry 148c
incumbents.
Wellman only vaguely alludes
to
it. "The state police is the one
Pt RUC NOTICE
to do the Brady Bill background
The Kentucky Department of Vocational Rehabilitation in accordance with the Rehabilicheck," Wellman said. "You
tation Act of 1973, as amended and Chapter 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations, wit hold
know the kind of problems we
public hearings to encourage public comments on the proposed Stale Plan for Vocational
have out there."
Rehabilitation under Title I A written outline or summary is suggested to accompany oral
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Support

(:1111IVIIE Maki
SUNDIDERS

MURRAY PRESCHOOLHEAD START
REGISTRATION
Monday, March 14, 1994

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

First Floor of Special Education Building - MSC

(across

from the Boy)Cout Museum)

ELIGIBILITY REOCIREMENTS
'Age three and four by October 1, 1994
*Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school district's free meal
guidelines, three year olds must meet Federal poverty guidelines.)

comments Written comments or requests for copies of the plan may be submitted to Kathy
Williams Department of Vocational Rehabilitation 500 Nero Street, 9Ih fbor. Frankfort KY
40601 telephone 1502i 564-3694 or 1-800-372-7172 Sign language interpreters will be
provided and materials will be available in alternative formals
The dates and locations of the hearings are as follows:
March 2Q
March 30
Industry and Technical Building
Kenton County Public Library
Corner of 16th and Chestnut StS
502 Stott Street - Community Room
Freed Curd Auditorium-Murray, KY
Covington, KY
10:30 AM • 1:00 PM
10:00 MA • 12:30 PM

'Handicapped children will be eligible regardless of income.

Bowling Green Stale Voc Tech School
1845 Loop Drive-Bowling Green, KY
400 PM •6-00 PM

*Children who turn three during the 1994-95 school year and meet hand k aapped guidelines
may enter the program after their third birthday.

March 29

Please Bring:
*Child's Birth Certificate
'Proof of Income - Check stubs, Las forms, etc.
*Social Security numbers of all family members
For information call: 762-3262
17

National Academy of Early Childhood Programs

First Unitarian Church
809 S 4t11 Street-Loutsviiie KY
11 00 A/A - 2.00 PM

Ashland State Vocational School
4818 Roberts Drive-Conference Rm
Ashland, KY
400 PM • 6:00 PM
March 31
Lexington Public Library
140 East Main Street - 4th Floor
Conference Room D-Lexington, KY
9 30 AM 12 00 PM
Laurel County Courthouse
Main Street • London, KY
3.00 PM - 5:30 PM

Rep. Pete Worthington, DEwing, said lawmakers are upset
that any law-abiding citizen
should have to pay to make a legal purchase of a handgun.
"The person who should have
to pay, if anybody pays, is the
criminal," Worthington said.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• I Lilly & Weekl%
•( lean, Dependable ( an'.
• (all

t s Ion !tries

Holland Motor Sales
1.1st
753-446 I
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Freeway supporters ask subcommittee tor funding
.
r.1

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Rep. Frank McCloskey asked a
House subcommittee to boost
funding during the next four
years for construction of the
Indiana leg of a proposed Texasto-Michigan freeway.
McCloskey and three other
supporters of the Interstate 69
project on Thursday touted the
economic boost a new superhighway would provide cities along
its route in Indiana. Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi and

Arkansas.
Three Indiana opponents of the
thoroughfare, however, testified
that it would seriously damage
the environment, the farm economy and the sense of community of rural areas in southwestern
Indiana.
McCloskey, D-Ind., said the
Indiana leg of the project alone
needs S53.64 million during the
next four years.
"It is crucial to establishing
stronger ties between the thriving

— but now isolated — rivaport
city id Evansville and Indianapolis," McCloskey testified before
the House Public Works Subcommittee on Surface Transportation.
He cited figures from the General Accounting Office, an investigative arm of Congress, that the
region the interstate would serve
is among the poorest 25 percent
of rural counties in the nation.
"Completion of the 1-69 extension project would end this isolation. It also would provide the

transportation, infrastructure
necessary to help diversify the
local CCOMMIlles of the area (and)
help end the economic decline
experienced there in recent
years," he said.
Construction of the stretch
from Indianapolis to southwestern Indiana had been scheduled
to begin near Evansville in 1996,
but without the funding, construction could be delayed until
1999. The total price for the
150-mile stretch has been esti.19

Committee's work on health bill ends
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The number of potential amendments on a health care bill pending in the Senate budget committee is 153 and counting.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, a Bowling
Green physician who is a member
of the committee, said Thursday
he wanted more amendments
drafted. He would say only that
they were "not anything all that
dramatic."
Many others would be significant if adopted.
One would expand a health
care "provider tax" to help fund
Kentueitft--Mediceid program.
Another would repeal it.
Others dealt with who could
write prescriptions, co-payments
for medical services and the powers of a new health care bureauc-

racy, among other things.
The bill already has undergone
dozens of changes since its introduction in the House.
A key feature is creation of a
"health care policy board" that
could set practice guidelines for
physicians and targets for limits
on overall health care spending.
The board's data collection
would lay the groundwork for
rate setting, if the General
Assembly determined it was
needed.
The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee was
expected to finish its shaping of
the bill Thursday, but Chairman
Mike Moloney unexpectedly
halted work.
The committee's meeting was
already an hour behind .schedule

He did not expect the House to
when Moloney, D-Lexington,
the Senate's version, nor
accept
"key
that
arrived and announced
amendments" to the bill were not for differences to be reconciled in
ready. He scheduled another a first tound of joint conference,
meeting for Monday and left the Rose said. The bill almost certainly would go through the lastroom, declining comment.
step of a "free conferresort
It appeared that negotiations
in which conferees have
ence,"
were continuing, but Senate Presalmost no restrictions, Rose said.
ident John "Eck" Rose played
Sen. Walter Baker, a Republidown the significance.
can member of the budget comSenate leaders had consulted
mittee, said all the proceedings to
with Moloney "and told him
had been "just a stage."
date
there were other amendments.
"The House action and the
Kafoglis had several," Rose said.
Moloney "thought it would be
Senate action are just drama
best to just consider them all at
being performed," said Baker, of
the same time," Rose said. ---—Glasgow. "The Leal bilLis going.
Rose said he had no designs on
to be produced, not by the conthe bill, other than to get it out of
ference but by. the firip conferthe committee in a form that
ence, and I've had a !Winch from
could be passed in the full
the beginning it's already
Senate, however narrowly.
drafted."

mated at $784 million.
Congress identified the route
from Indianapolis to Memphis,
Tenn., as a high priority corridor
as part of the 1991 Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act.

denounced it as costly, unnecessary and a threat to the area's
comfortable country lifestyle.
Gary Seibert, a Gibson County
farmer, said the road would cut
right through the heart of dairy
country.

But Thursday's testimony
focused on the highway in Indiana. Evansville Chamber of Commerce executive Susan Sauls,
Washington, Ind., Mayor Tom
Baumen and Jonathan Weinzapfel, an Evansville banker, also
testified in support of the
highway.

"There are 14 dairy farming
operations in Gibson County and
five of them would be torn apart
by this. And that doesn't count
the swine feeding operations, the
cash grain farms,"- Seibert Sdit
after the hearing. "We're going
to put these people out of business and why? So we can put up
a few Wal-Marts that pay minimum wage?"

The opponents, however,

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

********** *****

14--W Auto Glass

Call 753-4563

Slain abortion doctor gets permanent remembrance
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
About 100 people braved a whipping wind and chilly temperatures to light candles in remembrance of slain abortion doctor
David Gunn on the first anniversary of his death at the spot
where he was killed.
An abortion opponent shot
Gunn, 47, of Eufaula, Ala., three
times in the back as he arrived
for work at Pensacola Women's
Medical Services on March 10,
1993. An anti-abortion protest

was being held on the opposite
side of the clinic as he was, being
shot.
Gunn's dedication to abortionrights and women's health were
recalled by speakers Thursday
night. They also called for an end
to anti-abortion violence, particularly in Pensacola.
"There is a great sense of
strength and spirit here in Pensacola and there is also a great and
deep sense of loss for the good
friend that you had in Dr. Gunn,"

said Caroline Tcsche, a lawyer
for the Feminist Majority
Foundation.
"There's also a perseverance
that I've noticed that is really
unmatched in other parts of this
country," the former Dade County prosecutor said, noting Pensacola's history of anti-abortion
violence.
In addition to Gunn's slaying it
includes the Christihas Day
bombings of a clinic and offices
of two abortion doctors in 1984.
The Escambia County chapter

of the National Organization for
Women sponsored the candlelight
remembrance that ended with the
dedication of a plaque. It will be
mounted on the rear exterior wall
of the clinic a few feet from
where Gunn was mortally
wounded.

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

753-4347

The plaque reads "Dr. David
Gunn, murdered here, March 10,
1993" followed by a quote from
feminist poet and writer Marge
Piercy: "...without choice, no
politic, no ethic lives... ",

302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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FROM OUR READERS
Many selective changes at CCHS
(Reprinted due to typesetting error
Dear Editor
There have been numerous negative comments made recently about
our Kentucky high schools being resistant to change, and as COmmissioner Boysen stated, "not taking KERA seriously." A recent presenter
from California even went so far as to say our high schools have not
changed since 1950." Anyone making that statement could not have
been in a high school classroom Since 1950!
-Sure, we still have six 55-minute periods per day, with bells to trigger
class changes. and a school calendar with traditional summer vacation.
but the similarity to the "old days" stops there. If we at Calloway County
High School have been negligent in any one thing. it would be not
.publicizing every. interesting_and innovative peoln,activity or idea.
Many are already in operation (some long before KERA), while others
are still on die drawing board.
Anyone is welcome lo visit our high school classrooms (please don't
just walk down the hall and look in the little dour windows!)and observe
first hand numerous extracurricular activities, but more importantly the
academic atmosphere of the following: Advanced Placement conflict:
teaming between teachers from different departments, different schools
and even with community professionals: thematic units and group
learning activities; implementation of the writing process across the
curriculum: programs for at risk students and mainstreaming of special
education students: fine art shows, performances and competitions;
foreign student exchange; military. Tech Prep, career and work
experience programs; published works by students; TV station
broadcasting over cable network: life fitness programs; summer travel
and coursework in Europe and Hawaii: graphing cakulators. computer
and laser disk technology.
Our technology implementation goals include the '93 - '94 wiring of
half the high school, adding electronic research capabilities in the
library,and adding a computerized portfolio lab. For'94 -'95, the wiring
will be completed and a networked computer station will be placed in
every classroom.
We may appear to be resistant to change, when in fact we simply
scrutinize closely the numerous programs flooding our state since the
enactment of KERA. With the many profound changes placed in our
school since 1990,educational "vendors" view Kentucky teachers as the
ultimate target for sales. Knowing our students quite well, we feel we
shoUld be able to choose progressive andior traditional methods in any
combination to meetneedsbest. For this purpose, we have several tusc
committees, made up of administrators, teachers, parents and students,
with the responsibility to Investigate the many alternatives to traditional
methodology.
• One such committe was surveying the possible alternatives to the
traditional school day'. The'committee members became interested in the
Copernican Plan, a non-traditional scheduling of classes in varying
blocks of time. This program originated in a Massachusetts high school,
and the materials surveyed praised the results highly. Upon'contacting
was told that the new schedule had been abandoned and changed back to
the traditional schedule. The plan simply did not work as well in reality
as it appeared to on paper. Situations such as this have made us be very_
careful with "change,just for the sake of change." We want to continue
_our highly successful, tried and true educational procedures and
incorporate the "best of the best" of the new and innovative practices.
Faculty and Staff
Calloway County High School

Tips offered for recycling project
Dear Editor
Murray's recent recycling kick-oft Was a great success. The Area
Recycling Committee, city planner Don .,Elias and more than 30
enthusiastic volunteers assisted almost a thousand people in their
efforts to recycle. During the next week, three green recycling bins
will be placed around Murray: one behind Video Gold (nest AfellieDixieland Shopping Center), one in the parking lot of the---Weaks
Community Center, and one at the corner of 12th and Glendale in
the Goodyear parking lot., Each bin contains separate compartments
for aluminum cans, corrugated cardboard, glass jars and two types
of plastic.
Here arc a few ups for those who wish to recycle. Careful separation is vitallj, important in recycling. The contents of each compartment must be as similar as possible. That means that no tin
cans should be placed in the aluminum container: no plate or
molded glass should be placed in the glass jar container. (If you
buy food or beverage in a glass container, that container may be
recycled.) Corrugated cardboard has a wavey layer between two
flat layers and does not include food containers like cereal boxes.
Finally, there are thousands of types of plastic. Murray's recycling bins are for types of plastic numbered "one" and "two" only,
Look on or near the bottom of the plastic container for a number
surrounded by three arrows which form a triangle. If yOu cannot
find the recycling symbol with a "one" or "two" in it, please do not
put the item in the bin. The purity of each recycling container is so
important, that if you are unsure about an item, don't guess - and
don't recycle it.
This doesn't make recycling sound easy but there are signs on
the bins to help you. Please rinse all containers, to help keep the
bins as clean as possible, and flatten aluminum, plastic and cardboard. Newspapers may be recycled at 'East Elementary School
every Saturday between 9 a.m. and noon.
As evidenced by the support for the kick-off, many people in
Calloway •County want to recycle. (Several said they take their .
recyclables to Nashville or other cities when they travel!) If you
want to see this program expanded (curbside pick-up would be
nice), talk to your city and county leaders. In the meantime, thanks
for caring.
Pat Clement
Area Recycling Committee
1527 Beckett, Murray

Former students at CMA sought
Dear Editor.
We are trying to locate all who attended Columbia Military Academy,
Columbia. Tenn. No obligations
Send name, address, years at CMA or graduation year and phone
1111111111ber io: Col. Edward F Hemel Jr. 1145 Cherokee Rd , Louisville,
KY 40204. Please use postcard.
Col. Edward F Hemel Jr (Ret.)
1145 Cherokee Rood, Lanintrille 40204.

Although Murray State University didn't fare well in Gov. BrewILI.FUL
reton Jones' budget proposal,
lawmakers are slowly but surely
turning the tables.
The primary issue pertains to
the SI 2 million in matching
grant hinds that is needed for
partial renovation of Blackburn
Science Building's research
ta.ilities
As &journalist. I had looked
Although the university had
forward to the inches of copy I
been notified by the National Sciknew would have come from lisence Foundation in 1993 about tening to the engineering presenthe grant, NISI' officials were
tations made by Murray State and
told the award would remain in
Paducah Community College.
the NSF office until a letter was
1 felt cheated when the council
sent saying that matching funds
nonchalantly voted not to make a
had been found.
recommendation on the issue.
When the matching funds
That meant all those staff people
didn't appear in the Jones propos- -sito had put 'together charts,
graphs and reports to support
al, it caused much concern for
their position were unable to disMurray State. especially since
play their wares.
funds had been allotted for a
It also meant that journalists
proposed polytechnic school in
were left trying to determine why
Paducah.
When -the -Henrse-Appropria-—the vouneit--harl-epted-for----that
decision.
tions and Revenue Committee
When CHE Chairman James
examined the budget, not only
Miller. announced that the two
were earlier projects like engigroups planned to meet, my
neering schools removed, but the
matching funds wece,added.
-- reporteCs- antennae immediately
began,:working frantically. '
Perhaps the recent ice and
-Unfortunately, I was unable to
snow -were ap indication that
hide under the table or disguise
things were about to change for
myself as hotel personnel when
western Kentucky and Murray
the groups faced off around the
State University.
• • • •
meeting table in a locked room.
Did the walls tremble? Were
nuclear weapons pulled out from
Speaking about change, I
heavy briefcases?
would ha.c enjoyed protesting
Whatever happened behind
the change in Monday's Council
closed doors definitely included.
on Higher Education meeting.

TuorGirrs

consumption of large amounts of
coffee, soft drinks and water
because each member of the
negotiating team* made at least
one trip to the resuoom while
discussions continued.
Again, I was unsuccessful in
obtaining any juicy information
from any of those taking breaks
because I was barred from the
men's restroom.
But that didn't stop us from
sending pleading looks in the
direction of the officials. As hotel
check-out time drew nearer, the
reporters began getting "antsy.
After-alt;--if-we-had-ieft-tii vs.
out of our rooms, the two groups
would have ended their meeting.
Fate intervened and the doors
finally opened. The two groups
had selected a spokesman who
proceeded to give a brief explanation of what had happened.
When he finished, we turned our
eyes on the university presidents
to get their opinions.
After only a few questions, the
fire alarm went off. Coincidence?
Maybe, but it did get us out of
that room!
Even though I didn't get the
story I had anticipated and I left

the meeting feeling cheated, I did
get ample material for a story.
Besides, I even got to go to
Lexington and see the beautiful
horse farms.. through the rainy
windshield.
• • • •
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had hoped that I would get to
avoid mentioning the weather,
but it has been a very big topic
on my horizon this week.
I think everyone, especially
law enforcement officials, are
ready for some nice spring
weather so the flowers and trees
can bloom.
Some of us are ready for warm
weather so we can get out and get
some needed exercise. Let me
emphasize that my request is for
warm dry weather and not warm
rainy days.
When the snow melts, pet owners especially begin to cringe
because water often means mud.
For my two ISTatt-ftibt
Rottweiler mix dogs, it means
getting muddy and jumping on
unsuspecting visitors. At feeding
time, it means they want- to put
huge paw prints on-my clothingto show their affection. It must be
a thing they have with me
because they know better than to
jump on Mike.
It almost makes me ,want to
turn them into inside dogs...for
only a few seconds!
For anyone who it curious, I
handled driving up THE HILL
very well after this last batch of
snow and ice - I stayed in town!
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KENTUCKY EDITORIALS
The Gleaner. Henderson:
'Sen. Wendell Ford, party whip for the Democrats in the U.S.
Senate, deserves top consideration as successor to. Senator Majority
Leader George Mitchell, who suddenly announced he would not seek
re-election to the Senate.
Ford is the second-ranking Democrat in the Senate now. Mitchell,
60, will be succeeded by a new leader . in January.
Ford. Kentucky's senior senator, offers extraordinary talents as a
candidate for majority leader. NOW working on his third term, he has
been a consistent team player, while showing independence on some
key issues.
Ford bnngs to the Senate gifts that are essential to the leadership. In
our book, politics, by definition, means the abilitY to compromise and
still ,et thirst done.
Ford is a master Of politics.-He was an able governor of Kentucky,
and he has learned the ropes in working with his fellow senators. ...
Soon to be 70, Ford has shown remarkable energy and industry in
keeping a close ear and eye to the issues of the day. His untiring commitment to the motor-voter bill making it easier for citizens to vote
resulted in victory .last year.
Currently, the Democratic majority in the Senate is 56-44, but not
all Democrats have toed the line. There also is no guarantee that
Democrats will hang on to the majority in November.
Clearly, an experienced hand at the helm is needed. Ford's. broad
experience in state and national governments, his commitment to the
party and the institution of the Senate make him an ideal successor to
George Mitchell.

The Kentucky Post. Covington:
The governor and legislature are at work on health-care reform. It's
a little messy to watch, but then so is surgery -and that, too, is done
to improve matters. ...
. Right now, things are going well. A bill is through the House and in
a Senate committee, where further revision is going on.
It isn't everything it should or could be. No bill is, and the more
complicated the issue, the more that rule holds up. And health care, of
course, is complicated. Tied up in any debate over what to do are
questions about personal freedom, government control and government growth, higher taxes, fairness, poverty, who is responsible for
what, cost and the economy.
But before anyone criticizes the House bill too harshly, think of
Jimm Carter.
He appeared recently °rube CBS news program 'Tiinclay Morning." Host Charles Kuralt reminded Mr. Carter that the former president once proposed health-care reform himself, so he must be watching President 'Clinton's effort-with great interest.
Yes, Mr. Carter responded, he had a good bill and the nation would
have had a better health-care system by now. But Edward Kennedy
wanted a perfect bill. There were not enough votes for what the senator from Massachusetts considered perfect; and without Sen. Kennedy,
there were not enough votes for the president's initiative.
A good bill that passes is better than a perfect bill that fails. Gov.
Brereton Jones and the members of the Senate, each with their own
-ideas about what's best, might keep that in mind as the House bill is
sliced open for repair and improvement.
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YFirewall concept came too late
WASHINGTON (AP) - At
the White House, the password is
firewall.
It is shorthand for the barrier
President Clinton says now is in
place, separating White House
officials, himself included, from
any contact with regulators and
investigators handling Whitewater and its offshoots.
This farewell went up too late
to keep Clinton and company
from being burned by a bontroversy that predates his presidency. It was the failure to separate personal and presidential
business in the counsel's office
that put Whitewater into the
White House in the first place.
The line that's now been drawn
was dramatized not only by the
selection of a new, elder Democrat to become interim White
House counsel, but by the scene
as Clinton announced the selection of Lloyd N. Cutler. The customary lineup of watching Clinton aides was down to one, Press
Secretary Dee Dee Myers.
Others, summoned as grand jury
witnesses because of meetings
with investigators, were not in
view.
Even in staff meetings on other
matters, anything linked to
Whitewater is off-limits when
anyone summoned to testify on
the subject is a participant
Clinton said there is no bunker
mentality in his White House
Instead, there is a barrier mentality. to avoid any repetition of

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press coltunmst
the contacts that made it all
worse.

Now the prosecutor, special
ensel Robert Fiske...is trying to
er-e'r a farewell of his own in
Congress, to avoid hearings there
until he has completed his own
investigation. Fiske said public
hearings on the case would interfere with his inquiry.
Fiske was assured he'd get to
question witnesses before they
were called ..to any congressional
inquiry, although it's hard to see
how that would work, since
Republicans on the House Banking Committee have said they
want to call 40 Whitewater witnesses to a savings and loan hearing on March 24.
Republicans are clamonng, and
won't be silenced. Clinton has
said they are being blatantly
political, as, of course, they are
- just as when the roles were
reversed and a Republican was in
the White House The failed savings and loan linked to the failed
Whitewater land deal is their
hook, and they aren't about to let
it go.
Bob Dole, the Senate Republi•

can leader, said Congress has a
clear right to question the people
involved, and should get on with
it. He said anyone who doesn't
want to answer can invoke the
Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination.
Politically, Republicans would
like nothing better.
,
When Republicans were president, the Democrats didn't stand
aside for independent investigators, Dole said, but held more
than 20 hearings to investigate
alleged administration wrongs.
Since they control Congress,
the Democrats can decide what
arid when to investigate. Republicans can't. But they do have a
House right to call some witnesses. And they can change the subject to Whitewater any time an
administration official comes
before a committee hearing on
other business.
Cutler said that if there are to
be Whitewater hearings, he
would recommend that the White
House cooperate. Clinton said
that would be his inclination,
should Congress go ahead despite
Fiske's objections.

It could be that the public forum would work to White House
advantage dealing with the political fallout of a complex case that
Republican tacticians would like
to simplify into a coverup.
It's a case without a clear
accusation of wrongdoing by the
president or his wife Hillary. He
has said repeatedly that there was
and is none. Proving it is his
problem.
It became so because of the
firewall that wasn't built when he
came to the White House. Vincent Foster, the Clintons' friend
who became deputy White House
counsel, brought Whitewater
documents with him.
After Foster's apparent suicide
July 20, then-counsel Bernard
Nussbaum took those papers from
his office and sent them to Clinton's personal attorney. When
that was disclosed, a dormant
controversy revived. The papers
involved have since been yielded
to investigators.
As he took over the counsel's
office, Cutler said the job is to be
chief lawyer not only for the
president but also for the office
of the presidency.
"When it comes to a president's private affairs, particularly
private affairs that occurred
before he took office, those
should be handled by his own
personal, private counsel, and in
my view, not by the White House
counsel," Cutler said.
Sound advice. Too late.
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Calloway County students
can win cash in contests -

—

Pictured are Murray High School band members who were awarded excellent
ratings for a solo or for participation in an ensemble at Solo and Ensemble
Festival, held this year on Saturday, March 5, at Heath High School. On the
front row are Lynda Harrington, Dana Thomas, Angela Hutchens, and Neely
Green. On the back row are Tabitha Painter, Summer Roberson, Chas
Vilianova, and Ashley Burgess. Missing from the photo is Elizabeth
Harrington.

Bob Babbage, Secretary of State,
alSounced that Calloway County
Sloillerits have an opportunity to win
MI much as $1,000 in slogan and
essay contests sponsored by his
office.
The two contests are open to
students in grades nine through 12
and are on the topic of "'Young and
Registration to Vote."
The top prize for the slogan
contest is $1,000. Second prize is
$500 and the third prize winner
receives $250, Babbage explained.
Winners of the essay contest in
each grade will win a $100 savings
bond, Babbage said.
Contest information and entry
forms have been mailed to each high
school principal. All entries must be
postmarked by April 20, 1994 to be
eligible.
The contest is mandated by a law
passed by the 1988 General Assembly, Babbage explained. It is an
effort to encourage young people to
become more informed and prepared to participate in the democratic process, he added.
Megan McElwain of Portland
Christian School in Louisville won
the $1,000 prize in 1993 for her
slogan "Vote to Have a Choice:
Vote and Have a Voice."

,
Pictured are Murray High School band members who were awarded superior
ratings for their solo at Solo and Ensemble Festival, held this year on
Saturday, March 5, at Heath High School. On the front row are Josh Elliott,
Tabitha Painter, Elizabeth Broughton, Angela Hutchens, Ryan Cunningham,
Elisabeth Breeding, and Mike Steffey. On the second row are Karen Fischer,
Lindsay McNutt, Katie McNeary, Summer Roberson, Sarah Conklin, Erika
Johnson and Aiyson McNutt On the back row are Christine Griffiths, Joanna
Kind, Carrie Griffiths, Keisa Bennett, Dustin Alton, and Megan Malinauskas.
Missing from the photo are Amy Burgess, Stephanie Mott and Ellis Schell.

Pictured are Murray High School band members who were awarded superior
ratings for their participation In an ensemble at Solo and Ensemble Festival,
held this year on Saturday, March 5, at Heath High School. On the front row
are Cory Martin, Suzy McVey, Jill Miller, Kathy Bomba, Joe Gagel, and Lynda
Harrington. On the second row are Chas Villanova, Ellis Schell, Andrea
Jackson, Elizabeth Broughton, Matt Clark, David Klapper, Mike Steffey, and
Jason Shelby. On the third row are Christine Griffiths, Josh Elliott, Tabitha
Painter, Katie McNeary, Angela Hutchens, Ryan Cunningham, and Elisabeth
Breeding. On the fourth row are Ktuen Fischer, Uncivil McNutt, Julie Krouse,
Summer RObetibn, Sarah Conklin, Ashley Burgess, and Alyson McNutt. On
the back row are Jeromey White, Dana Thomas, Jennifer Lewis, Joanna Kind,
Carrie Griffiths, Keisa Bennett, Dustin Alton, and Megan Malinauskas.
Missing from the photo are Amy Burgess, Sarah McNeary, and Stephanie
Mott.

Ball honored at dinner
Over 300 Republicans from
across the state gathered in Louisville on February 19, for the Republican Party of Kentucky's "Old
Time" Statewide Lincoln Dinner,
highlighted by the announcement of
County Volunteer of the Year
Awards.
Volunteers from across the state
were honored for their outstanding
work towards strengthening the
GOP. Ron Ball of Murray was
selected as the Volunteer of the
Year from Calloway County.

"Volunteers like Ron Ball are the
backbone otthe Republican Party,"
said T.elry Carmack, State Republican Chairman. "Our Volunteers of
the Year ire to be commended for
their willingness to dedicate time
and energy to the Republican
cause."
All award winners were special
guests at a pre-dinner reception with
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell,
Chairman Terry Carmack, and
keynote speaker, Congressman
Robert Portman of Cincinnati.
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1. You are East,defending against
Four Spades.
NORTH
41,Q.1 95
V.14
•6 3
,
+AQJ72
EAST
+62
•Q 103
• A K .1 94
•K 8 3
The bidding has gone:
East
South West
North
1•
1*
2•
3*
Pass
4*
West leads the diamond five to
your king and, when you continue
with the ace, South ruffs. Declarer
cashes the queen and ace of trumps,
Went following suit, then leads the
club ten, loping the finesse to your
king. What would you play now?
2. You are declarer with the
West hand at Three Notrump, and
North leads the spade nine. How
would you play the hand?
WEST
EAST
* .1 10 4
•A K 7
411 K 7 3
1, A .1 4
•.1 )4 6 2
• A 4 10 9
•K .1 9
•Q 103
1.The proper return is a club. If
you were to shift to a low heart
instead, it would hand South the
contract if ii• had, say:
*AK1011311K9726 10•1086.1and
played low on your return. If you

returned a club, however, declarer
would eventually lose two heart
tricks and go down one. You should
reason that if declarer has the ace of
hearts,he hasten unassailable tricks
in the form of five spades,four clubs
and a heart, while if he doesn't have
the ace of hearts, he has only nine
tricks — unleaa you are kind enough
to lead a heart and, assuming he
plays low, hand him his tenth trick.
2. With correct play, you are
certain to make the contract regardless of how the defenders' cards are
divided. Win the opening spade lead
with the ace, play a low heart to the
king and finesse the jack of diamonds. If North has the king, you
make four notrump easily, so let's
assume the jack loses to the king.
South can't injure you by returning a spade or a heart, nor can he
hurt you by leading either a club or
a diamond The two club tricks you
have coming assure you of a favorable outcome.
If you started by attempting a
spade finesse at trick one, the contract would fail if it turned out that
South had five spades headed by the
queen, plus the king of diamonds
and ace ofclubs Similarly , you could
go down if you took the ace of spadee
at trick one and played a club at trick
two If North had the ace and led
another spade at trick three, you
might noon find yourself in serious
trouble.

Zack Roy of Paul Blazer High
School in Ashland won the $500
prize for the slogan of "Vote Your
Choice: Register and Vote." Mary
Ann Hensley of Mary hurst in Louisville won the $250 prize for creating
the slogan "Hey! Hey You! Your
Vote Counts 1(X).'
Essay winners in 1993 were
Christina Parker of Reidland High
School in Paducah,freshman: Jason
Dodson, a sophomore at Cumberland County High School in Buttesville; Shawn Brown, a junior at
Russell High School and senior
Kristi Murnahan of Paul Blazer
High School.
Babbage noted that 17-year-olds
who will be 18 by the date of the
November 8 general election can
register and vote even in the May
primary election.
"An understanding of the voter
registration and election process
contributes to rebuilding our democracy," Babbage said.
"We must make every effort
possible to open the doors to the
democratic processes," Babbage
said. Many people say they feel far
removed from their government and
the decisions it makes. When you
don't participate, you remove yourself even farther," he added.

SATURDAY,MARCH 12, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are optimists, certain that, with hard work; all
things are possible. True romantics, they tend to put their loved ones on a
pedestal. Wide-open spaces and country living will hold special appeal for
these handy. nature-loving Pisces. They like the idea of marriage and will
work hard to create a happy home environment. The ideal mate will share
these Pisces' positive outlook on life.
fro order a revised and updated copy of haste Dixon's bee-selling hoot. "Yeeerdihi. foday and hires
er: How Aerology Can Help You Find Your Place in Crocl's Plan.- send 55.45 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon, do Andrew% and McMeel.P.O.Kos 414242. Karma,, City. MO. 64141 Make dheLks pa%ahle it'
Andrew',and McMeel
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Take a crash course in etiquette.
Good manners will win you new
Uneasiness over a troublesome business or personal matter will disap- friends. Adding some artistic flourpear. Your self-confidence.returns ishes to your home will boost your
as tensions slip away. A patient, spirits. Listen to the helpful advice
analytical approach helps you deal of close associates.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Do
with any setbacks. You are on the
not allow yourself to fall into a
right track and certain to accomplish
great things! Be careful in July. An financial black hole. Reckless
moves could lead to disaster.- Return
ill-considered romantic interlude
could interfere with your career. to traditional guidelines and values.
Common sense will play a key role Emphasize the need for clear comin improving a parent-child relation- munication with loved ones.
ship. Stick close to home as 1994
draws to a close.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: singer Liza Minnelli,
baseball player Darryl Strawberry.
singer Al Jarreau, "Get Smart"
actress Barbara Feldon.

GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): A
good day for taking another loot at
something you dismissed earlier.
Display your well-known resourcefulness. Learn about other people's
methods: you may want to try some
of them now and then.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
Travel or study raises your consciousness to a new level. You
become much more concerned with
helping mankind. Seek support from
influential friends if determined-to
turn things around.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Family
'members are the -best companions
today. Take care of your health. Eat
sparingly and avoid taking unnecessary physical risks. Traveling with
an unpredictable friend would be a
mistake.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
difference of opinion with mate or
partner could - lead to a confrontation. Curb your temper. A new budget should reflect your business
expectations.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Take
your partner's advice when it comes
to investing, lending or using joint
resources. Shop carefully and read
labels. Do not pin your hopes on
friendship or chance to bring what
you desire:
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Self-confidence is a wonderful asset
as long as you don't get reckless.
Conserve your energy as well as
your money. Allow your intuition in
guide your intellect.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
2 I ); Political- opposition or econom
ic restrictions could complicate your
plans. Let your allies decide what to
do next. Later today. leave the cif)
lights tor the countryside.
CAPRICORN IDes 22-Jan
141 A partner offers excellent
advice regarding a financial deci
',ion You may he falling in lose
ith someone who has special gifts
liderstand what lies ahead before
saying "yes."
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PRIME RIB WEEK
Fresh Cut Prime Rib
• Available Every Night •
MARCH 11 - MARCH 19

OROSCOPES

ARIES (March 2I-April 19):
lend to he needs Of so i.s e
may have neglected recently. Visiting nearby attractions can be both
stimulating and'informative. Be a
good.citiiOShow increased interest in topics of national importance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Today is an excellent time to conduct financial transactions, stock up
on essentials and launch a new line
of merchandise. Make use of a talent
not usually called upon. Romance
progresses nicely.

5 5
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Prime Rib cooked fresh daily
and cut from the loin and
smothered in au jus
Ladies Cut 39.95
SPECIAL SPRING BREAK DEALS
DAILY FOR LUNCH

Join us for full coverage of all
NCAA Tournament games "LIVE"
(Entire menu available for Carry Out)
HOURS: Sun.-Thurs. 8 am.to 11 p.m
Fri.-Sot 8 am. to 1 am.

Corner of 15th St. & Olive Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky • (502) 753-1116

00

OVER FACTORY
INVOICE
On All Cars, Vans &
Jeeps, and Dakota
Pickups In Stock
LEGAL MUMBO JUMBO.. All Prices • Tax, Title and License. Dealer retains any factory to dealer
incentives and/or dealer holdbacks. Excludes '94 Ram Pickups and Neon.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.'

PEPPERS
12400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

2P
Eagle

0
On•hr

r_et

/11111,111

Prirvri e

Dodge

1993 Recipient of Chrysler Corporations Highest Honor
Awarded for Exemplary Sales Performance • Customer Service • Facilities
Administration • Community Relations
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TODAY
West View residents honored at birthday party
(2ckbr4ting birthdays at the
monthly birthday party on Feb.
23 at West View Nursing Home
were Opal Parker, Mable Collins,
Vivian Watkins, Lacey Grec.,field, Sarah Herron, Lason
Thornton, Myrtle , Spaulding,

Dock Kramer, and 104-year-old
Lilly Mood) who was not abk to
attend.
A specially invited patient was
irginia Blackburn, a member of
First Presbyterian Church. Vio-

linist Helen Boughton asked the

School Lunch Menus Sponsored by

nurses to bring her to the party.
Boughton is also a member of
that church and active on the
Congregational Care Committee,
as well as a Life Member of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, belonging to the local
chapter of Alpha Mu *4760.
Other musicians included
A Ilt.sne Knight, pianist, Max Mill-

JO'S DATEBOOK

cr. Ann ands Ronald Churchill.
and Mabel Rogers, all members
of First Baptist Church.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Lorraine Adams. a regular singer with the group for years and a
member of First Baptist Church,
has been unable to attend because
of health problems, but is feeling
better and plans to return soon.

"How To" Class, sponsored by Family Resource Center, will start
Monday. March 14, at North Calloway Elementary School. Beth Durbin, program specialist at the center, will conduct the free classes and
free child care will be provided. "How to Control with Good Words"
will be the theme of Monday's class. Other classes will be on March
21 and 28 and April 11, 18 and 25. This class provides important
information abvout how children grow and learn, and specific ways
parents can help them develop to their maximum potential. For information call the center at 753-3070.

heart

9C7UnG

Chacirrn's Fashions
Sizes Infant Thru 14

Kistner will speak at local church

408 South 12th • Hwy. 641 • Murray • 753-0005
Menus for the various lunArooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 14
to 16 have been released by Joanna Adams, food service director.
and Judy Clark, food service
,:oordinator, for Calloway Count)
And MurrayCity_ Sebnols
respectively.

County schools will not be in
session on March 17 and 18, and
city schools on March 16, 17 and
18. The menus, subject td occasional change, are -as follows:

Calloway County

a•aliable daily

Lunch
Monday - pizza ham salad sandwich gritted cheese Tuesday spaghetti *meat sauce turkey ciub
sandwich peanut butter/Jelly sandwich Wednesday - oven crispy chicken pork barbecue sandwich grilled
cheese sandwich Fruits chef salad
vegetables fries desserts milk and
fruit drink are availabie daily
Calloway Middle

*Tull, donuts, vice and maik_awavaitable daily
Monday • barbecue nbette beef
hoagie Tuesday chicken nuggets
ham salad sandwich Wednesday
oven crispy chicken, pork barbecue
sant-men Hamburgers cheesebur
gars pizza: deft tine chef salads
fruits vegetabies -Milk and fruit Onnks
are available daily

butter and jelly sandwich Peanut butter and jelly sandwich, fruits vegetables juice and milk are avaiiable
daily
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday. Poptart Tuesday- donut
Cinnamon toast cereal
toast
assorted juices and milk are available
daily

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, March IS, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. The program on "Making of Vest"
will be led by Lois Ruiz. A workshop to finish the vests will be Wednesday, March 16, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the library. For more
information call Mrs. Ruiz at 436-2453 or Marge Sanders, 753-4288.

Murray High
Breakfast
apple turnover Tuesday

University Plaza ... On Chestnut St.

trieD,erile&erieevfertiar
ST. PATRICK'S SALE
Sat., March 12 - Fri. March 18
These low prices and savings would
put a smile on any Irishman lace'

$50

Suits
Slightly Irregular

&

Need Line meeting changed
•

Lana Bell, left, director of Playhouse In the Park, was guest speaker at
a meeting of Murray Civitan Club held at noon March 11 at Homeplace
Family Restaurant. She discussed the upcoming productions at the
Playhouse and expressed appreciation for the community support given
to her as new director of the Playhouse. She was Introduced by Dr.
Robert Lewis, right, president-elect of Murray Civitan Club and assistant superintendent of Murray City Schools.

Nurses' refresher courses
available at JPAHE Center
The Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education Center in cooperation with the Kentucky Nurses
Continuing Education Network
has developed a Registered
Nurse Refresher Course and a
Practical Nurse Refresher Course
for 150 contact hours of continuing education.
The courses are for nurses who
have been out of the workforce
and need to refine their skills and
for those whose licenses have
lapsed.
The Nurse Refresher Courses
include a 12-week at home study
and 80 hours of clinical experience under the guidance and
supervision of a registered nurse
preceptor. The clinical experience
may be done in a facility of the
nurse's choosing.
The beginning date for starting
the course is selected by the

We Recycle
Rooms or
Entire Houses!

.,
$26

Eastwood Baptist Church will have a Missions Conference starting
Sunday, March 13, and continuing through Wednesday, March 16.
Speakers will be Si Doctor, prison missionary; Paul Hooper, missionary to Germany; Gordon Wilkey, missionary to Brazil; and the Rev.
Tim Huffman, Eastwood pastor. Services will be at 10 and 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday. Special events for families will be at 6:30 p.m.
on Monday and Tuesday. Worship service will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.

lunch - ham and cheese peanut butter, chips arid soft pretzel carrots and
celery sticks Fruits vegetables fruit
drink and milk are avaliabie daily

11111111 101111111Se
associate
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Slightly Irregular

Eastwood plans Conference

Lunch
Monday chicken nuggets submarine sandwich pizza Tuesday sack

s24999

$33

nurse at his/her convenience.
Once the at-home study portion
has begun, it is designed to be
completed in 12 weeks.
The 80 hours of clinical experience can also be comnpletcd
over a 12-week period, if desired.
Course beginning time should
be carefully selected by the nurse
so that full attention can be given
to completing the course and the
process of returning to the nursing profession can be expedited.
This program is offered in all
12 counties in the Purchase
AHEC: Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves.
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.
Further information and course
materials can be obtained by contacting the Purchase Area Health
Education Center at the following
number, 1-502-444-8011, or by
writing to Registered Nurse
Refresher Course, Purchase Area
Health Education Center, P.O.
Box 7 769. Paducah, Ky.
42002-7769.

Murray-Calloway County Need Line Board will not meet on Monday,
March 14. The board will meet following the Need Line Council
•Meetifig, scheduled Monday, March 21, at .7 p.m.it Weaks Community Center. This council meeting is open to the public and especially to
those individuals, firms, churches, clubs, etc.: who have supported
Need Line throughout the year.
Murray Art Guild has changed its monthly business meeting from
Tuesday. March 15, to Tuesday, March 22, because of spring break at
Murray State University.

Fire District 2 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 2 will meet Monday,
March 14, at 7 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. All
residents of the district are urged to attend.

Support Group meeting Monday
Steve Compton, pharmacist, will be the guest speaker at a meeting
of Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder Support Group on Monday.
March 14, at 6:30 p.m. Meetings of this group are held each Monday
at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St., Murray. For more
information call Kathy at 753-1907.

Oaks' ladies plan luncheon
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their first luncheon
of the year at the new club house on Wednesday. March 16, at noon.
The cost will be S5 per person. For reservations call Anna Lou Coleman at 753-0818 or Agnes Payne at 753-1150.

Items need for Hazel Center
Hazel Woman's Club is asking for help from area residents. The
club has as one of its many projects the Hazel Community Center
which is used by senior citizens and other family and civic groups.
The center is in need of dishes such as mugs, plates, glasses, dessert
plates, etc., for use in the kitchen at the center. Persons having items
to donate may call Clarkie Butterworth at 753-0812 or Janice Wilkinson at 492-8683 and someone will pick up the itmes for the center.
•

Musical program at Southwest
A special musical program by students from East, North and Southwest Calloway Elementary Schools will be Wednesday, March 16, at
I WY) a.m. at Southwest School.

Starts

March
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• Interior Design Service
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• Wallpaper
• Custom Draperies
• Upholstery Fabric
• Blinds, Shades &
Verticals
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Murray Art Guild meeting changed
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Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church holds worship services in its
new building each Saturday. Worship will be at 9 a.m., Personal Ministries at 10 a.m. and Sabbath School at 10:15 a.m.

Monday hamburger salmon peaks
on bun. Tuesday_ - hot dog. peanut

a- 117..7,

•

• •-

.1-.• L..1

1_7

ISM

Styl

Seventh-day services on Saturday

Lunch

ONLY

-

Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, March 14, at 7 p.m. Agenda items include budget committee report on proposed draft budget, KIR1S report, and election
procedures. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

or milk are available daily

Monday

4

Neva Grey Al
Department
Thurman. Thi
March 15, at I

Murray Middle Board will meet

Breakfast
Monday oats w raisins Tuesday Cheese toast Defoe toast fruit juice

PORCH SWINGS

1112

"The Family Under Fire" will be film of Dr. James Dobson's services to be shown Sunday, March 13, at 2 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Dr. Tom and Lois Green will be leaders of the discussion to be held following the showing of the film. The public is
-4invited to attend. Baby sitting is provided and light refreshments will
'tib - 'served: -

Murray Elementary

Something New Has Just Arrived!

in

Dobson film showing Sunday

Lunch

- elfin ioaf banana nut Cerea, cinnamon toast assorted juices and milk
Breakfast
are available daily
-4.14sis, 40o4-- -Tuesday
-Monday
Lunch
bacon arid egg biscuit Wednesday Monday - pizzaria casseroie burnDanish Dere& donuts Juice and milk toes Tuesday - sack lunch - ham and
are avattabie daily..
• - - cheese peanut buffer, pimento
Lunch
cheese sandwiches Hamburgers
Monday - taco salad corn dog cheeseb- r gets pizza French fries
Tuesday - pizza deli turkey sandwicr
assorted vegetables fruit Juice and
Wednesday - oven crispy cfncser, mds we available daily
X:r• barbecue sandwich
Sandwcr

Blazers

violinist Helen Boughton and Pianist Allene Knight are pictured, In top
photo, with Virginia Blackburn, left, patient at party at West View Nursing Home, Other singers _91_90t1Om photo are, from lett Max Miller,
Mabel Rogers, and Ann and Ronald Churchill.

Murray City

Monday - milk, elfin loaf mixed
fruit. Tuesday - milk cereal banana
Wednesday - milk. toast scrambled
eggs orange Juice
Lunch
Monday fish nuggets potato coins
pasta salad pineapple tidbits milk
Tuesday - spaghetti *meat sauce
whoie kernel corn French bread
orange wedges milk, Wednesday pork barbecue on bun, baked potato
wedges green beans, pears milk
East. North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - eitin loaf. Tuesday scrambed eggs and barn in pita pocket. Wednesday chicken fritter on biscuit Milk juice cereal and toast are

Reg. S299.99

Kathy Kistner of Bristol, Va., will speak Sunday. Match 13, at 6
p.m. at Christian Community Church, 1201 South 1601 St, Murray.
Kistner will talk about healing relationships, based on her life experiences, which she calls "March Fires." She also will be speaking on
Tuesday at the noon luncheon of Christian Women's Club at Seven
Seas. Sunday evening's meeting is for everyone, men and women.
This is also an excellent opportunity for those who cannot attend the
Tuesday luncheon to hear Kistner. The public is invited to attend. For
more information call Lois Green at 759-4635.

bar fruits vegetables crier salad
salads, milk and fruit drinks are available daily
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday
wefts still with bacon;
Tuesday deli ham and cheese: Wednesday sausage and biscuit. Camel.

Pro-School
Breakfast -
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Coleman will speak Sunday
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will observe Youth Sunday on
March 13.
Trevor Coleman, second year
law student at University of
Louisville, will be the guest
speaker for the 10:55 a.m. worship sevice.
Special music will be by the
Youth Choir, a duet composed of
Ruth Ann Ferguson and Shawna
Thompson, and offertory hymn
by Whitney Coleman.
Jamie Jones will give the wetJohn Austin and Walt Bullard of Serval! Termite Co. are pictured in
front of their truck at Weeks Community Center, Murray. John Hutching,
manager of ServeII, voluntarily donated their labor, chemical and expertise to spot treat the Weeks Center for termites as a community service.
The Weeks Community Center houses 13 different agencies. The Board
of Directors expressed thanks for this special service.

come and announcements. Scripture and prayer will be by Tim
Roberts. A skit. —Somewhere In
the Hean," will be presented by
Joe Jones and MacRae Coleman.
Ushers will be Jamie Jones,
Shane Jones, Michael Herndon
and Kevin VanDyke.
Serving as director Sunday
School at 10 a.m. will be Jamie
Jones. Teachers will be Tasha
Thompson and Adam Scott, 2-3
year olds; Whitney Coleman and
Emily Pyle, 4-5 year olds; Kristin

Xi Alpha Delta tYas meetings
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority met
twice during the month of
February.
Temptations Restaurant was
the site for the Valentine banquet
on Feb. 3.
Joyce Nunnally was roasted as
this year's Valentine Queen.
Renata Bogard, last year's
sweetheart, relinquished her
crown and presented Joyce with a
rober and roses-. Some husbands
also attend this dinner.
On Feb. 17, ttre- club met at
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Melinda Pember and Penny Dunn
hosted the program of creative

expressions and served
refreshments.
All members exchanged "Hears
and Hands" gifts with their secret
sisters. The gifts were various
homemade items.
Two new members, Vonnie
Hays and Debbie Sullivan, were
formally initiated into the
chapter.
Other members present at
either meeting, but not yet mentioned, were Sue Smith, Lisa Satterwhite, Anna Bailey, Traci
Green, Lori Mathis, Linda Burris,
Sharon Bybee, Debbie Villaflor
and Debbie Woods.

Haggard and Annie Michael, 1-2
grades; Ta1111 Thompson and
Amy Paschall, 3-4 grades;
MacRae Coleman, 5-6 grades;
Michael Herndon and Kevin VanDyke, Older Men's Class; and
Ruth Ann Ferguson and Shawna
Thompson, Older Women's
Class.
The Rev. John Denham, pastor,
said he "welcomes the community to see the youth of the Cherry
Corner making a positive contribution to the work of The Lord."

Tr.vOiCokRU

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
March 9, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Alexander baby girl, mother Jackie,
P 0 Box 78. Dexter,
Stamper baby girl, mother Jeanette, 527 Hickory St , Apt 3, Calvert
City
Dismissals
George Hammond, 138 Cunningham Ave Cadiz, Trevor Schroader.
Rt 8 Box Cr 20, Murray, Mrs Melissa
A Johnson, 602 Vine St. Murray,
K T Hughes, At. 5, Box 1055, Murray: Miss Barbara J. Watkins, Rt. 3,

BOx 293E, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Carolyn
G. Walker, Rt. 5, Box 834, Murray,
Miss Sharon G Wurtman, P.O. Box
1203, Eddyville, Mrs Barbara Jewell,
1512 Henry St.. Murray, Kenneth Lee
Geurin, At. 5, box 456, Murray,
Mrs. 011ie C Bazzell, Rt 1, Box
211, Farmington, Mrs Matti. V. Lamb,
E-4 Coach Estates, Murray, Mrs Hilda
M Lavender, P 0 Box 706, Calvert
City:
Mrs Sylvia Martin, P.0 Box 82,
Hazel, Cletus C Shelton, At. 1, Box
506. Dexter; Vincent C. Scully, Rt. 5,
Box 524, Benton.
Mrs A Donnie Mergenthal, 244 Hillview Dr , Cadiz: Ms. Lona Mae Williams, Rt, 6, Box 59, Murray.
• • • •
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Neva Grey Allbritten, left, serves at a previous style show by Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club. At right is Sandra DuncanThurman. The 1994 shows will be at noon and 7 p.m. on Tuesday,
March 15, at the club house For tickets call Mrs. Allbritten at 753-3516.

EVENT STARTS
FRIIDAV, MARCH 11TH

Style shows Tuesday
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is busy
putting the final touches on the
last minute details for its 40th
Annual Style Show. Cecilia
Brock, Pat Sanders and Karen
Isaacs are co-chairs of this year's
"Ruby Anniversary Style
Show---40 Years of Fashion."
The chairmen report that
everyone is very excited about
this show for many reasons.
Isaacs says, "We are looking
forward to seeing all of the beautiful and colorful spring fashions
presented by the local stores.
This year we have 12 stores
showing fashions for women and
-four stores showing fashions for
men. All of our retailers go out of
their way to showcase the newest,
the brightest and the most appealing_looks_lor _the_ spring sPason "
Brock reports, "All those in
attendance will be delighted with,..
the Music Department's _.selec-

AA, Al-Anon
list schedule
for meetings
Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday. These meetings
are held at the American Legion
Building at South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has loved one or .
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
only.
The meeting schedule is as follows: Monday - 8 p.m. - closed
and discussion meeting; Tuesday
- 8 p.m. - open meeting; Wednesday - II a.m. - open discussion;
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to newcomers; Saturday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting and also for Al-Anon for
men and women with alcoholic
problems in family; Sunday - 9
a.m. and 4. p.m. - closed
meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136
or 435-4314.

tions of music for intermission,
Since, we are celebrating our
40th year, Marge Shown, director
and the group have arranged a
medley of hits reflecting the
decades of the 50s, the 60s, the
70s and the 80s. Anyone who has
had the pleasure of being entertained by our Music Department
knows they are in for a treat."
Sanders says, "To add just the
right touch to an already fun
filled program, all of our guests
will be served a delicious luncheon with the noon show and a
delightful dessert at the 7 p.m.
show. Our Menu for lunch consists of a choice of quiches, a
tangy spinach salad and is topped
off with a slice of red velvet cake
spread with a cream cheese frosting. But, not to be out done by.
nivin

ing a real appreciation for the
cream.. .cheese - filled crepes.l_
topped with strawberry glaze and--.
whipped cream for our dessert
show. We have laughingly put
the emphasis on delightful and
not de-lite-ful."
The committe reports there are
still seats available for each
show. They say, "Our noon luncheon show is SIO and our 7 p.m.
dessert show is S7, with S5 of
each ticket to be used for the
Music Department's scholarships
at Murray State University. We
strive every year to improve upon
past successes, because we feel
strongly about the importance of
education. We can only hope our
scholarships make the difference
for a MSU music student. They
are the reason for all of the hard
work by our local merchants and
by our department. We invite
those who have faithfully supported Us through the years and
first-time guests to. come and
enjoy the show on March 14 with
us."
For tickets to show call Neva
Grey Allbritten at 753-3516 by
Monday.

March 5-20

1-800-866-0366

brrovvird
111
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Get the credit
you want.
And get
25% Off all
regular-priced
merchandise.
Apply for a
JCPenney
charge
account and
receive your
shopping
spree
certificate.
Now through
March 20.

If you already have a
JCPenney charge
account, you can
still cash in on 25%
savings with your
shopping spree
certificate. But hurry,
offer expires
March 20,1994. See
your Sales Associate
for details.
P

E

JCPerrey

Make It Happen
on KET!
TeleFund '94

25%OFF

0
1Z3 45b

Discount applies onry to regular-pnced
merchandise and es limited to JCPenney
in-store stock on hand Not for use in
Cosmetic Department on Smart Value
merchandise, Ouccr wetches, Men's
Nagger Wrinkle-Free Cottons"'. Marquis'.
by Waterford° Crystal, Catalog or Catalog
Outlet Store nierchandise, or in
combmation worth any other coupon
Discount can apply to ono or more items
purchased As always, credit purchases
ere subuct to renew

Kph Cebrne i

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS'
753-4703

011104, ICP•orwy Company Inc

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Chestnut Hills • Murray

Salon Hours:
Store Hours.
Mon.-Sat. 10-9 Mon.-Tuts.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. 8. Fri. 9-8
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Now It's Your Turn.—
You Deserve It!!

Jonathan Whitaker, Benton, left picture, a winner in the Murray Woman's Club Sophomore Music Scholarship
two works for trombone at the February meeting of Music Department. Also on the
program were three pieces tor Plano-Four Hands, played by Oneida White and Janet Finch, right picture. The
business meeting included planning for the club's annual fund raiser, a luncheon and dessert style show
scheduled for noon and 7 p.m. on Tuesday, March 15. Tickets are $10 and $7 with $5 of each ticket price
deductible as a contribution to the Music Scholarship Fund. Persons may contact Neva Grey Allbritton at
753-3516 for ticket Information.

competition, performed

Presented by

Oakwood Studio
, 753-7050

UGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN Mission Is now meeting in the new Seventhday Adventist Church at Sycamore and South 15th Streets, Murray. Services are each Sunday with Sunday School at 10 a.m. and worship at 11
a.m. Phillip G. Rogers, pastor, said we are a non-denominational full
gospel church, and invite the public to worship with us each Sunday."
For more information call 753-6911

CALENDAR
Friday, March 11
"Play it
ilt.rcon
Sam"/8
p m./Pla
,n the Park.
info/759-1752
Laryngictomee Support Group/2
p miprivate dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Info/Dixie
Hopkins, 762-1100.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Korean Study Group/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
St. John EpiscopaL_Church _events
include Way of the Cross/5:15 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard Armory,
sponsored by Mruray Shrine Club
Bingo Play/7 p.m./at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited,
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
half
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN
Line dancing.•8 p m./Murray Moose
Lodge
Murray State's Rifle Team hosts
NCAA rifle championships
info/762-4435
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4.30 pm Info/762-3383.

Frklay, March 11
Mule Pu11/6 p m./West Kentucky
Exposition
Center.
Infoit -502-247-6246.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Spring Conference of Jackson Purchase Section 0916 of ASOC/7
p m IKenlake State Resort Park. Info/
1-502-251-2338
Land Between th Lakes events
include The Seven Olooders- of -the
Solar System-/11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Planetarium,; Homeplace and Woodlands/open/9 a.m.-5
p.m
Saturday, March 12
Calloway County Republicans nominations and elections for county
officers/9 a.m. to nooniCalloway County Public Library.
"Play it
Arvon
Sam"/8
p m /131a.604C0-in the Park
info/759-1"/ot.
Potpourri9 30
Writers'
a.m./Calloway County Public Library
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS) sponsor St. Patrick's Singles
Dance/7.30-11:30 p.m./Joe Creason
Center, Benton. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224 or Linda, 437-4414.
Single Too/9 a.m./Shoney's.
Info/753-6078, 753-7845 Of 753-7663..
Delta Department of Murray Woman's
Clut..03 30 a m /Holiday Inn.
Royal Ambassador Shootout of Blood
River Baptist Association/9 a.m./Elm
Grove Baptist Church

NOW OPEN
FOR THE SEASON
•

Thursday through Saturday
at 5 p.m.

Courtney Adams
Miss Spring 1994
will be featured in the Murray Ledger &
annual special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday, March 22.

E-- RESTAURANT C.)
Don't miss the opportunity to advertise your
business in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March 14, 1994.
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, Jennifer Hale
or Stuart Alexander.
753-1916

—

Featuring
The Lakes Famous Seafood Buffet

Murray Church of
God plans revival

Steaks
Prime Rib
Chicken
Hwy. 62 and 641 at Kuttawa, Ky.
(502) 388-7722
•

•

Avoid The IRS
With An IRA!
An Individual Retirement Account(IRA) is still a smart investment.
You _con avoid Uncle Sam through tax free dollar's set aside foryour
retirement We have
people who can answer
your IRA questions
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank
Give us a call quick!

UNITED

i(X) lohn,,on Fiouleard Murray. KY 42071, 502-75q-q443
Member F DI(

•

Saturday, March 12
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion bulldog, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m -12 midnight
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Horse Pull/noon and 6 p m./West
Kentucky Exposition Center Admission charged—
- --Spring Break begins at Murray State
University
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m -4 30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System,-/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium. Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9 a.m.-5
p m. Info/1-502-924-5602.
Sunday, March 13
it
Anit,:; Sam"/2
"Play
1a7Y5rCE"Y the Park
P
Info
rn/75P
9-1
Calloway County Fire Protection District 5 of Lynn Grove and Kirksey/3:30
p.m. at Fire Station, north of. Lynn
Grove
Single Too/1.15 p.m./JCPenney packing lot to go eat at Holiday Inn and
attend movie. Info/753-6078, 753-7845
or 753-7663.
Murray Christian Women's Club
reservations for Tuesday luncheon
due tonight at 753-3999 or 753-2399.
Associated Ladies for Lipscomb/1
p m / University Church of Christ Fellowship Hall
Fashion Show/2 p.m./Marshill County High School.
AMVETS Auxiliary/2 p.m/Pans Landing Post Home.
First Christian Church events include
Elders' breakfast at local hospita1/8
a.m.: Singles Fellowship/9:15 a.m.;
Dobson Film/2 p.m ; Pastor's
Class/4,15 p.m., Youth Group/5 p.m.;
Stewardship Committee/6 -p.m.;
Church Board/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean worship/4 p.m.; Confirmation Class/4:30 p.m.
Ak_end_A.6Ailowciosed_sneetings/fl
a m. and 4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and
1.4apleilnio/753-8136 or 435-4314.
National Scouting Museum/open
12.30-4.30 p.m Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System,711 am, 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium, Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Info/1-502-924-5602.

Murray Church of God will
begin revival services on Sunday,
March 13, and continue through
Saturday, March 19,
The Rev. Robert Spurlock of
Louisville will be the speaker for
services at 6 p.m. Sunday and 7
p.m., Monday through !Saturday.
The .church is located at 402
Sunbury, off South Fourth Street,
Murray. The pastor, the Rev.
William Geary, and the congregation invite the public to attend.

Fine Foods

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Slree
Murray
Wit to Athy s
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ATTENTION
PARENTS

1\

II

Registration For
Calloway County's
1994-95
Primary I / Kindergarten
Program
777.

Children who will be five (5) years of age on or
before October 1, 1994 are eligible to attend
Calloway County's-Full Day or Half-Day
Primary I / Kindergarten Program.

REGISTER
Monday, March 14
9i004030 a.m.
or
Monday, March 14
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School

Tuesday, March,- 15
9:00-10:30 a.m.
or
Tuesday, March 15
5:00-7:00 p.m.
North Calloway
Elementary School

Tuesday, March 15
5:00-7:00 p.m.
or
Wednesday, March 16
9:00-10:30 a.m.
East Calloway
Elementary School

4

Parents offour(4)year old children currently enrolled in the Calloway
County Preschool/Head Start Program do not need to register.
Parents should bring the following items if available:

•+1

Acopy ofthe birth certificate,a Kentucky Certificate ofImmunization,a
social security number, and a TB Skin Test Certificate.
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory
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Local churches announce services for weekend

Various area churches have
released information concerning
theu services on Sunday, March
13, as follows•

University Church of Christ
Jim Pounders, minister, will speak
at 10 a m and 6 pm services Assisting will be Danny Claiborne, song
leader. Bobby Martin, David and Tony
Thompson, Stephen Lovett, Waiter
Mohr Jimmy Ford, Don FutreN, Max
Cleaver Nick Horton. Leroy Eldridge.
Robon Hendon and Freed Curd
Memorial Baptist
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10 50 a m and 7 pm services John Wood will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists Assisting
will be Randal Wilson, deacon of
week. Mrs Thyra Crawford will give a
Home Mission testimony
West Fork Baptist
The Rev Lawson Williamson, pas, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
services. The music will be directed by
Mark Dowdy with Brenda Wyatt and
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists
Bernice Garland will serve as deacon
of week
First United Methodist
Dr Jerry Jeffords, minister, will
speak about 'If I Preached Only Once'
with scripture from John 3 14-21 at
8 30 and 10 50 am services The
Rev Re Stockard will be liturgist Acolytes will be Alice Hunt and Katherine
Boyd Special music will be by Senior
Adult Choir at 8 30 and by Chancel
Choir at 10 50 with Kim Black as director and Joan Bowker as organist
Eastwood Baptist
Missions Conference speakers will
be at 10 and 11 a m and 6 pm services The Rev Timothy N. Huffman,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p m services. Assisting will be the
Rev Tim Huffman. pastor, Toni Hotderby, song leader, Mildred Lassiter,
accompanist, and the Rev Randolph
Allen
First Presbyterian
The Rev David Montgomery. copastor, will speak about 'Uplifting Life'
with scripture from John 314-21 at
10 45 a m service Assisting will be
Sallie Guy. liturgist, Michael Belcher,
Heather Roscoe and Allison Kipphut.
and Pat Bomba, choir director and
organist
Westside Baptist
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about The Calling of Home
Missions* with scripture from Mark at
10.30 a m and about *Preparation for
Worship' with scripture from Psalm 15
at 6 p m. services. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Patsy Neale and
Sherma Scott as accompanists Morning music will be a solo by Lucretia
Thompson, an instrumental by Jon
Gustafson, and the Choir singing
'Lord, Here Am V At evening hour
Tommy and Susie Scott will sing. Jimmy Felts and Ron Hubbard will serve
as deacons of weak.

Glendale Reed Church el Christ
John Dal*, minister, will speak
about "Now What?' with scripluee from
Ephesians 5 21-25 at 0 am woos,
and about 'He Is Not Here, He *
Risen' with scripture from Matthew
28 1-8 at 6 p m service Assisting will
be Curls Darnell, song leader. Randy
Young, Ricky Boy*, Jam.. Les Harmon, Jimmy Allbritton, Ron McNutt.
Kelly White, Kenny Hoover, Gene
Roberts. Jerry Ainley, Gene
al, Jim Suffer, Aryls Thorn, Jiniir
l.ry°3-britten and Steve Sloe*
First Baptist
Dr Greg Earwood, pastor. will
spoak at 10 45 a m and 7 p m Youth
Sunday services Todd Vinson and
Steve Littl•field will direct the music'
with Janet Finch and Margaret Wilkins
as accompanists Special music will be
by Adult Handbells, a trio composed of
Carne and Jennie Bell and Kolbe Williams. a solo by Melody Elrod, a trumpet quartet composed of John Schiabach, Tim Smith, Alan Emotion and
Fred Ashby, Youth Choir with Carol
Thompson as accompanist, and solos
by Erica Rowlett and Todd Vinson
Assisting will be the Rev Terry Garvin,
associate pastor, Kelley Travis. Skiphen York and Keith York, deacon of
the week.
South Pleasant Grove Meth.
The Roy Bob Saywell, pastor, will
speak about 'The Remarkable Love of
God' with scripture from John 3:14-21
at 10,45 a.m service. Doug Grafton
will direct the music with Joan Cooper
and Tommy Gaines as accompanists
Assisting will be Rick and Melonie
Lowe, Timmy Sons, Mitch Jackson,
Darren Clark and Kerry Erwin Kyle
Erwin and Justin Futrell will be
acolytes
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Joe W. Eaton, pastor, will
speak at 10.45 am and 6 pm services. Kevin Rudicil will direct the music with Dwane Jones and Susan Jones
as accompanists. The Adult Choir will
sing at morning hour The ordinance of
baptism will be at evening hour NobleBray will be deacon of the week
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H. Cain, pastor,
will present a lesson at 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session. Evangelistic service will begin at 6 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m Sunday with Fr.
Peter E. Hughes as pastor.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak about *What Would Take To
Get Our Dandruff Up?' with scripture
from John 2:13-33 at 11 a.m service.
Mona Lewis will be song director with
Rene* Doyle and Pat Brunn as musicians Assistants will be David Palmer,
liturgist, Jamie Miller and Lora Sexton,
acolytes, Lois Pharris, children's
moment Lennis Hale, Marlene Beach,
Eric Villaflor and Nathan Doyle. greeters, and Debbie Villaflor, nursery

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

I. Home is a place where teenagers go to re-fuel.
2. A bore is a person who talks when you want him to listen-to you.
3. Old truck drivers never die - they just can't make the grade.
4. The trouble with having a perfect wife is there's never any hope for
improvement.
5. Old quarterbacks never die, they just fade back and pass away.
6. So live that you wouldn't be afraid to sell the family parrot to the
town gossip.
7. Everyone can give pleasure in some way. One person may do it by
coming into a room and another by leaving.
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Kirksey United Methodist
so Christian
Northsida Baptist
The Rev Den Leslie, pastor will
The Roy Scott Berms pastor will
PhillipLit
P.ogers minister will speak
s! 11 a m and 7 p m servioes
speak at It • m and 5 p m services
at 11 a m service at building at South
ak
Choir wiN be led by Media EmitJack Marvin Is music director
15th and Sycamore Sweats
son with Clarice Norsworthy and Tracy
Calvary Tempi*
Emmanuel Baptist
Lesiiii as accompanists.
The Rev Dermal Young, pastor' will
The Rev Paul McWhiiniir. pastor
Christian Science
will speak at 11 • m and 6 30 p m
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p M
Services will be at 10 30 a m Sunservices Gerald Cantor will direct the
SOTVICIIIS
day and 7 30 p m each second
MUSIC with Carolyn Allbritton and Jane
Bethel United Methodist
Wednesday
The Rev John W Penney. passor
Buchanan as accompanists
New Ufa Christian Canter
will speak at 9 30 a m and p.m sou
Liberty Cumberland Presbylorian
The Rev Mark Welch, pastor will
The Roy Don Faulkner. pastor, will
vices Wanda Sayiors wilt be song
speak at 11 a.m service The Rev
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
Karim Winch, co-pastor, will lead the
pianist
Higher Praise
Salem Baptist
music The church meets at 1619 MarThe Rev E F Clare pastor, will
The Rey John Sheppard, pastor
tins Chapel Road
speak at 10 30 a m and 6 p m
will speak at 11 a m and 7 p m ser
Kirksey Baptist
Brithany Baptist
vices Bobby Fain will direct the music
.The Ray Van Russell pastor. will
The Ray David Cunningham, paswith Denise Windsor and Phyllis Shespeak at 11 a.m and 6 30 p m sir
tor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
pard as accompanists
vices. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossity
as accompanists
Coldwater United Methodist
Pio Roy Eugene Burkeen. pastor
will speak at 11 a m service Rex
Smith will be song loader and Jimmy
Wilson as pianist.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev Terry Powell. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 7 p m services
John Warren Nix will direct the music
with Wynnona Brinn and Daytia Howell as accompanists
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
The Rev Donald Bowers, pastor,
will speak at 8.50 a.m service with
Greg Miller as song leader and Janice
Farris, Samantha Hall and Dean Stephenson as pianists
Cherry Corner Baptist
Trevor Coleman will speak at 11
a m. and 6 p.m. Youth Sunday serInr Your Convenience Now Offers
vices. The youth will be filling all postions on Sunday.
Templet Hill United Methodist
The Rev_ Donald Bowers, pastor.
Daily Monday-Friday
witt speak at 10 a.m. service Larry
Woodall will direct the music.
service
Ship Weekly & Save Money
Now Mt. Carmel Baptist
Greater Hope Baptist
The
Rev
Randall
Kuykendall,
pasThe Rev W.E. Chimney, pastor, will
N.1.1- 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m -7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
speak at 10.45 a.m. service at Main
Ilwy. fiat N. Olympic Plaza
753-218ii
services
Street Youth Center.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
North Pleasant Grove CP
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
The Rev Dennis Gardner, pastor,
speak at 9 45 am service with Red
will speak at 11 a.m worship siirvice.
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
St. John's Episcopal
Brown as pianist
The Fourth Sunday of Lent will be
New Providence Baptist
obsarved with the Holy Eucharist at 8
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
and 10:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Trevathan
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services
will be celebrant and preacher
independence United Methodist
Hardin Baptist
The Rev Donald Bowers, pastor,
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, paswill speak at 11 a.m service with Pattor, will speak at 8:30 and 10:30 a.m.
ricia Lassiter as pianist.
services and the Rev. Alan Miller at 6
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
p m. service Darrell Gibson will be
The Rev Steven L. Douglas, pastor.
song leader Fran Beale, Sandra
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Karen
Lyles, Martha Lou Lawrence and SheColes and Sharon Myatt will be
ha Clark will be accompanists
accompanists.
Shiloh Gsneral Baptist
Transportation Available - Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor,
The Rev. Ronnie McPherson, paswill speak at 11 am and 7 pm
Every Sunday, We Are On
tor, will speak at 11 a.m and 6 45 p m
services.
services Darren Chapman and Joe
West Murray Church of Christ
Dale Curd will direct the music with
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson as
about *Persuading Men' at 1050 a.m
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor
accompanists
service. The 6 p.m service will be
Brooks
Chapel
United lAsthodist
devoted to answering Bible questions.
The John Penny, pastor, will speak
Song Wader will be John McKee
at 11 a.m. service. Eddie Ramsey will
Sugar Creak Baptist
direct the music with Janeen Buriteen
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor, will
and Rita Culver as accompanists
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m. services.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Jack Miller will direct the music with
The Rev. Dennis Norval], pastor, will
Patty Harris as pianist.
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p m services
New Concord Church of Christ
Mark Hardison will direct the music
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Rev.
The
Richard
pastor.
Denton,
Elm Grove Baptist
will speak at 9 a.m. service Ralph
The David Brasher, pastor, will
Robertson will direct the music with
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. secvice,. Music wigjactirtgtdd by Donald_ - Carmelita Eldridge as pianist.
Trinity Christian
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
The Rev. D.R Ballew, pastor, will
Burkeen as accompanists
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. seivicalsHazel Baptist
Dozier Baptist
_The Rev. Tim Adcock, pastor, will
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. arid 6:30 p.m. serspeak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
vices, Music will be directed by Gene
Scotts Grove Baptist
Orr Miller with Rhonda Lamb and
The Rev Heyward Roberts, pastor,
Gwyn Key as accompanists
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
Coldwater Baptist
services
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, will
New Concord Pentecostal
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
The Rev. James E. Lewis, pastor,
Bobby Manning will direct the music
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
with Marge West and Mary Gauen as
accompanists.
Ledbetter Baptist
Lynn Grovs United Methodist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
The Rev. Eugene Burkean, pastor,
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm services
will speak at 9.30 a.m. servica. Judy
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
Kelso will be organist.
and Garb* Sheppard, pianist
Good Shapherd lIelhediel
rho Ray Richard Denton MN
about 'Reviewing lie Passion lerst::t
swy witi scripture from I Peter 5 1- n
at II •m sonic* The Ohoir wiN aing
'Lonesome Valley' with Diana Tallock
as director and Batty Pools as
accompanist
First Christian
Dr David Roos, pastor, will speak
about 'The Way of Lova' with scriplum
from John 1331-35 at 10:45 a.m service Dr Ken &ploy wilt direct the
music with Mary Sip* and Debbie
Ferguson as acceMpanists. The
Chancel Choir will sing 'The Horn of
His Robe • Assisting WIN be Dr Milui
Ridley, Lisa /dew Bob and Kaye
Bright, Don McCord, Mike Holton,
Hokin Campbell, Jo Crass, Nannette
Durham, Dobbie Forguson, Scott Maryin, Judy Philos, Flay Slater, Gary
White and Jay Zirbei
Alliance Bible
The Rev Kerry Lambert, pastor, will
speak about 'A ()Nino Appolntrnenr
with scripture from Acts 8:26-40 at
1030 a m service at Weaks Community Canter
immenual Lutheran
Th. Rev David Riley, pastor, will
speak about 'Good Nowa For You
with scripture from John 3:16 at 10 15
a m Fourth Sunday in Lent gamic*
Assisting will bo Julio Causal', choir
director, Alice Witte, organist, Joe and
Andy Gupton, Arthur Pfuohlor and
John Kruger.
Community Baptist
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m services at church in Dixieland Shopping
Center Rood Hall will direct the music
with Amy Hall as pianist
St. John Baptist
The Rev. William Hornbuoide,
tor, will speak at 10:45-Siti.
p.m.

It

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up

UPS

Worship With Us

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

No monthly payments
and 0% interest
'til September:
Nothing is simpler.

Ow New Shrimp Combinations Ale Now On Sale!
Three Great Shrimp Dinners Starting from
just $3.99! Choose from the New 20-piece
Shrimp Dinner, the New Shrimp and
Fish Dinner or the New
Shrimp and Stuffed
196'1
1,11
Crab Dinner.

2-PIECE
FISH DINNER
$2.79

Simplify your summet...huy a Simplicity tractor or riding mower today,and
you won't worry about a monthly payment — or_a penny of Interest — Until
the leaves start falling.' Stop by your Simplicity
. dealer
. . today
. and test drive
one of OUT innovative riding mowers and
tractors. And while you're there, see the
optional Mukhing/Leaf Shredding attachment that eliminates raking and hugging
Outdoor Power
Equipment.
while nourishing your lawn
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Innovation brought
down to earth.

Lamb's Small Engine
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925
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Edgar's
deal with
bubble life
Calling the Edgar household this week would've
been futile.
Scou Edgar has been on a
recruiting trip and Elaine
Edgar has been pounng over
the latest edition of USA
7-()4ay looking at power
ratings, strength of schedule
and conference tournament
results.
But if one should decide
ternsake that phone call‘: son
Scott William may answer
the phone:
-Hello, will you give my
daddy a bid."
Ever since last Saturday's
heartbreaking loss to Tennessee State in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament
championship game, the
Edgar•s have been just one
family- of .many in Murray
that have been computing the
Racers' chances for an atlarge bid to become one of,
the 64 teams in next week's
NCAA Tournament.
"My. wife is awfully optimistic," Edgar said on Thursday after returning from the
road.."She thinks we're
going to win every game
until the officials leave the
tloor.•
"We'll think we're in until
they've named all sixty-four
teams. 1 have to be optimistic. things have been going
well for us all year."
Edgar and his team went
hack to Racer Arena Wednesday to begin preparing for
the coveted NCAA berth or
a likely invitation to the
NIT.
"We've been doing a lot
of our rsjular thirigs," the
third-year coach said after
Thursday's practice. "It could
be that we have one game
left or five games kit. We'll
know something Sunday
night."
At 5:30 p.m. Sunday, the
NCAA Tournament Selection
Committee will divulge their
field of 64 teams. Though
Tennessee State earned one
of the 30 automatic bids
with their 73-72 win over
the Racers. Edgar is hoping
his team's 23-5 record is
good enough to gain one of
the 34 at-large bids.
"Everybody I've talked to
says we deserve to be in,"
Edgar said. "Coaches have
called, I've gotten letters and
I've talked to coaches on the
road. They say it would be
a travesty if we were left
out.
Unfortunately, Murray State
and many of ape other socalled bubble teams have
their fate in the hands of
the selection commiuee.
"I like what Dick Vitale
said, 'big-time teams on the
bubble have had all year
•Iong to get off the bubble,'"
Edgar said. "Teams that lose
710 games don't deserve to
be in the NCAA
Tournament.
"I'd like to see all those
big bubble teams and big
bubble coaches come into
our little gym and play us."
According to Edgar, teams
that are seeded No. 5 or
No. 6 in the bigger conferences — SEC, Big East,
ACC, — must get beat in
the first round_
In the SEC, Vanderbilt
saw their chances for an
NCAA bid go down the Briley Parkway last night with
the loss to Auburn. But
Mississippi State helped its
cause with the win over
Tennessee.
In the ACC. Georgia Tech
aim1 Virginia geed to lose in
Soeiglit's grnerierfinals. And.

•Soo Pogo 13

Vandy kisses NCAA goodbye
Auburn tops Vandy 81-56
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Vanderbilt•s Commodores said
goodbye to their NCAA tournament hopes, and Wade Houston
said adios to the Southeastern
Confevence.
Wesley Person scored 28
points and 11 rebounds as
Auburn beat Vanderbilt 81-56.
The wise guys figured the Commodores (16-111 needed at least
one victory in the SEC tournament to have a chance for a

NCAA bid.
Darryl Wilson scored 21 points
tor Mississippi State, which
ended a seven-year drought in the
tourney while ending Houston's
career at Tennessee with a 73-69
victory. Houston resigned as the
Vols' coach nearly two weeks
ago, effective at the end of the
season. The victory kept the Bulldogs (18-9) in the hunt for a
NCAA bid.
Top-ranked Arkansas of the
Western Division and Kentucky
and Florida, both nationally

ranked Kentucky faces Mississippi State.
After trailing 39-31 at the
break, Mississippi State (18-9)
opened the second half with a
16-1 run, including eight straight
points by Bubba Wilson and
3-pointers by Darryl Wilson and
Grant, to take a lead it would not
lose.
Tennessee stayed close, largely
thanks to Mississippi State's poor
performance at the foul line. The
Bulldogs hit 29 of 51 free throws.
Williams decided to enjoy his
first-ever SEC tourney victory.
"It feels good to be able to get
a win and advance to the next

SEC

ranked and co-champions of the
Eastern Division, are locks. It
would be a surprise if Alabama,
15-3 since the start of the -year, is
left out.
Earlier Thursday, Shandon
Anderson made some big baskets
as Georgia beat LSU 83-70 and
Carey Rich and Jamie Watson
combined for 47 points as South
Carolina upset Mississippi 80-57.
The top four seeds finally see
action today with No. 19 Florida
meeting South Carolina and
Georgia tackling Arkansas in the
second round's first session. Alabama plays Auburn, and 10th- • See Page 13

South000tom Conloronco
Al The Pyramid
Memphis, Tenn

First Round
Thursday, March III

South Carolina 80, Mississippi 57
Georgia 83. LSU 70
Auburn 81 Vanderbilt 56
Mississippi Si 73, Tennessee 69
Ouortorflnals
Friday, Mardi 11
Florida vs South Carolina, 12 p.m.
Georgia vs Arkansas, 2 p m.
Alabama vs Auburn, 6 30 pm.
Kentucky vs Mississippi St, 8:30

pm
SornIfinala
Florida South Carolina winner vii.
Alabama Auburn winner, 12 pm.
Arkansas Georgla winner vs.
Kentucky Mississippi St winner;-'1:30-,

STEVE PARKEatedgeiS T

p^olo

Murray High, shown celebrating Wednesday night's first-round win over Heath, was joined in the First
Region semifinals Thursday by Graves County and Lone Oak.

FIRST REGION

Graves, Lone Oak advance
to Monday's semifinal round
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Graves County and Lone Oak
came out winners in boys regional tournament play Thursday
night at Racer Arena, setting up a
rematch between the two teams
in Monday night's semifinals.
Lone Oak is the only team in the
First Region to defeat Graves
County this year.
Graves and Lone Oak will
meet Monday night following
Murray's battle with Hickman
County, which tips off at 6.
Graves defeated Fulton City
61-45 while Lone Oak took an
80-63 win over Marshall County

FIRST REGION TOURNEY
Or mom Arena
CO VS
Wednesday, March II
baltray Itign 57 4earn 47
thcxman Co 82 Si Mary 56
Thursday, March 10
Ceuta 61 Fulton Cry 45
Loos Oak 80, Marsha 63
•

•

•

•

GELS
Friday, Much 11
Corms vs Fulton Co 6 pITI
Mersnall vs lone Oak 745 p rn
Saturday, Starch 12
Charnadinehm Gone, 7.30 p m

Fulton City crew, which entered
the game at 2-24. The Bulldogs
battled the Eagles to a 28-28 tie
at halftime before Graves pulled
away in the second half for the
Fulton City shot 49 percent in
the first half, and led 15-12 after
one quarter before settling for the
28-all tie at the halftime break,
much to the surprise of the
Eagles.
But Graves lived up to their
billing in the second half, outscoring Fulton City 33-17 in the
final two quarters while holding

Thursday.
In Thursday's opener, Graves,
which entered the game at 25-5,
had a tough time with a pesky • See Page 13

ATLANTIC 10

AMHERST. Mass. (AP) —
"Somebody had to step up,"
The threepeat T-shirts were in a said Williams, whose 21 points,
box waiting to be used. The stu- seven rebounds and five assists
dents started pushing toward the earned him tournament MVP
court with 20 seconds left in the honors. "I was saying before the
game. Massachusetts was about game I didn't want any lastto win a third straight Atlantic 10 second shots. I had enough of
championship, and like the first those."
two, the Minutemen would win it
Temple has had enough of the
at home.
Minutemen. The Owls had never
"With the season we've had lost three games in one season to
it's always been the next game," a team in their 98 years of playcoach John Calipari said. "We ing basketball and they have now
build to the NCAA tournament, lost five in a row to
that's what we've been about the Massachusetts.
last three years. This one was no
It was defense that got the
more special than any of the
breathtaking run going to open
others."
The ninth-ranked Minutemen the game.
The Owls were 1 -for-8 from
(27-6) opened Thursday night's
game with a 24-3 run and held the field with five turnovers and
off a couple of second-half rallies were down by 21 just three secfor a 70-59 victory over No. 12 onds past the halfway mark of the
Temple. It was the third time this first half. The turnovers were just
thrre less than the _DwIs_averaged
Sta5011 -UV M inyilemert Mai the
Owls (22-7), but the first two per game all season.
were one-pointers, with Michael
"When we started that way I
Williams hitting game-winning
shots in the final seconds both said, 'Oh no,' " Calipari said.
'As a coach you never want to
times.
Williams' 3-pointer eight sec- have that kind of start, because
onds into the game started the big you're not going to beat a top 15
run and it was his consecutive team by 30 points. When they did
3-pointers that gave control back get close we didn't fold, because
to the Minutemen after the Owls these are kids who don't point
had closed within 35-32 with an fingers. They've done it all
11-0 run to start the second half. year.''

HOUSTON (AP) --- Houston
Rockets coach Rudy Tomjanovich is convinced no team can
play intense pressure defense for
an entire game
One half may be good enough,
he says
Houston proved that theory by
holding the Seattle Supersonics to
just 29 points in the second half

Thursday for an 87-82 victory to
grab a .002 percentage point over
San Antonio in the Midwest
"We talked about it at halftime." Tomjanovich said. "I said
if we stop them, we could just
play free and easy basketball
"I don't think anyone can play
with that kind of defensive intensity for 48 minutes, but we've
done it quite a bit this season. I

hope it will carry over."
In other games, Golden State
beat Portland 100-97 and the Los
Angeles Lakers beat Dallas
106-101.
The Sonic* came to Houston
riding a six-game winning streak
and shooting better than 50 per,cent in each of the victories
Houston, meanwhile, had given
up an average of 111 points in its
last two contests, allowing oppo-
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[-Nutt, Racers must wait
to learn fate of Mason
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

As a freshman wide receiver,
Norman Mason was a leader on
the Murray State offense. But
what may cost him his sophomore season, according to head
coach Houston Nutt, is that
Mason followed.
"This is the first time Norman has been in trouble with
us," Nutt said Thursday afternoon from his office at Stewart
Stadium. "The problem is he
followed. He followed some
bad people. It's his fault, don't
get me wrong, but there was a
lot of temptation."
Three weeks before the start
of spring practice. Mason was
charged with one count of first-

degree sodomy after an incident
which allegedly occured in a
Murray State dormitory on
Monday' night.
Mason;"19, from Paducah, is
one of five other MSU students
carrying various sexual assualt
charges, and all are currently in
jail.

Sophomore Allen Johnson, a
two-year starter at linebacker
for the Racers, was dismissed
from the team before the start
of the spring semester for
academic reasons and is no longer connected to the program.
Though suspended by Murray
State officials, Mason and two
others charged have been

24

• Headline New
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(E&W) • Brew
Leaning Ch
Channel • CM1
Lifetime (6
American Mot

• See Page 13

COMING SC

Rockets' defense rattles Supersonics
By MICHAEL GRACZYK
Associated Press Writer

Nutl

pm

UMass uses 24-3
start to dismantle
Owls 70-59 in final
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

`High Five'

•Gra

nents to shoot nearly 51 percent.
Seattle took control early.
building as much as a 14-point
lead in the first half and holding
a 53-43 edge at intermission.
Then, early in the third period,
Hakeem Olajuwon, who would
finish with a game-high 23
points, quickly picked up his
third and fourth fouls and was
sent to the bench.
Despite his absence, the Rock-..._

ets outscored Seattle 22-14 and
trailed by just two heading into
the final quarter.
"We just didn't hit our shots at
all in the second half," said Vincent Askew, who had 13 first-half ,
points for Seattle, but just two in
the second half -It just seemed
like everything went wrong on
our shooting techniques.
For the game, the Sonics shot
just 36 percent.
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FROM PAGE 12
the Bulldogs to just 25 percent
- shooting. The Eagles led 42-34 at
the third quarter stop and went on
to take the 16-point win with a
19-11 fourth quarter advantage.
John Michael Barber led
Graves with 18 points while
Richie Floyd and Jeremy Mayes
each added II. The Eagles connected on 23 of 46 field goal
attempts and 13 of 19 at the free
throw line.
Jewel Crumble paced Fulton
with 17 points while Danny Pettigrew had 10 and Jerome Flanigan
and Bradley Nanncy contributed
eight apiece. The Bulldogs hit on
17 of 47 shots from the outside
and five of seven at the free
throw line.
In the second game, Marshall
led 13-6 after one quarter only to
see Lone Oak come back to take
a 33-27 advantage at halftime.

The Purple Flash extended the
margin to 49-38 at the third quarter stop before winning by 17.
Eric Fox led Lone Oak, now
28-4, with 18 poinu. while Brandon Moore added 17. Chris
Golighdy had 16, Tony Englert
tossed in II and Sheron Minter
contributed nine. The Flash took
advantage of 36 Marshall fouls as
they stepped to the free throw
line 46 times, making 30.
Marshall, which ended the year
at 16-13, was led by Jeremy
Story with 19 points while Dan
Langhi added 14, Ben Myers
scored eight and Marshall Ray
tallied seven. The Marshals were
18 of 27 at the free throw stripe.

FROM PAGE 12
round. Anytime you advance in a
tournament, the hills get steeper.
Kentucky has a great team, but
we'll worry about them tomorrow," Williams said.
Houston's son and former
playex. Allan, was on hand for his
father's final game with Tennessee. A Tennessee fan came up to
Allan Houston at the end of the
game and told him he thought the
coach exited in a classy manner.
"I don't know too many people who could've gone out that
way," said Allan Houston, now
with the NBA's Detroit Pistons.
"He brought a lot of intangibles
that a lot of people disregard."
Auburn (11-16) finally played

the way coach Tommy Joe Eagles
thought his Tigers would this season. The Tigers, who had led in
the second half in 24 of 26
games, took control of the game
on the boards with a 14-2
rebounding edge in the first seven
minutes of the second half.
The Tigers led 54-44 on a
Wesley Person free throw with
13:39 when Vanderbilt went on a
7-2 run capped by Billy McCaffrey's 3-point play. But Auburn
answered with four straight
baskets and closed out the game
with a 23-5 run.
Georgia was wobbling a bit in
the second half against LSU
when Anderson scored seven of
nine points to steady the Bulldogs

"We have to be optimistic,
there is no way to prepare, I have
no control," Edgar explained.
"This is the first time all year
that we're not controlling our
own destiny. So we sit and wait."
• • • •
OVC Commissioner Dan
Beebe has sent his package of
information advocating the Racers' entrance into the field of 64
to the selection committee.

Though he noted the Racers'
17-2 record since the addition of
senior Marcus Jones, he incorrectly listed the Racers' conference record (15-1) as 15-5.
• • •
As for the NIT, Murray State's
chances of hosting a game in
Racer Arena appears unlikely,
considering that the NIT wants a
guarantee of $80,000 from each
host site.

and hand LSU (11-16) its first
losing season in 17 years.
11 someone would've told me
that they'd shoot 80 times and
we'd shoot 50 times. 1 would find
it hard to believe that we won,"
Durham said.
LSU made 27-of-80, including
8-of-29 from 3-point range. Durham said he was surprised that
Ronnie Henderson, who made 72
3-pointers during the season, was
0-of-5 Thursday.
Georgia made 24-of-51 shots.
LSU trailed from the 11:16
mark of the first half but crept to
within 58-51 midway through the
second half. Anderson broke a
three-minute drought when the
Tigers surrendered the baseline.

His fret throw made it 63-53
with 8:10 to play.
South Carolina showed it knew
how to win two games in a row
against Ole Miss (14-13). Carey
Rich scored 24 points and Jamie
Watson had 23 as the Gamecocks
finally picked up their first-ever
SEC tourney victory in their third
year.
Watson scored 16 points in the
second half, including six during
an eight-point run that stretched
South Carolina's lead to 66-50 at
4:35.
It was the second straight victory for South Carolina, which
upset Kentucky Saturday. The
Gamecocks (9-18) lost to Florida
twice in the regular season.

•Edgar's...
FROM PAGE 12
Georgetown losing to Boston
College tonight in the Big East
quarterfinals wouldn't hurt.
Ideally, Murray State needs to
be competing with teams such as
Western Kentucky, Xavier, New
Orleans, Tulsa, etc. for an atlarge bid, not Georgetown, Georgia Tech or any other glamour
school.

•Nutt...
FROM PAGE 12
granted limited access to class
and the library.
As for Mason's football
future, Nutt said that could
depend on the player's guilt or
innocence, as well as his ability
to make bond.
A preliminary hearing is set
for Tuesday, and if Mason
doesn't come up with the
55,000 cash soon, he'll miss too
many classes to be eligible for
the 1994 season.
"Right now, we're waiting on
Tuesday's preliminary hearing,"
said the first-year head coach.
"The sad thing is we (MSU
coaches) can't post bond,
because the NCAA won't allow
us."
Former Paducah Tilghman
coach Allan Cox, Mason's high
school coach, is attempting to
raise cash for Mason's bond.
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Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

Are You Earning

'See me tor all your fairly insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Wend Rate
% Guaraateed
For One Year?
No Animal Fees!
Guaranteed Retort of Principal!
Multiple laconic Features!

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PREP TOURNAMENTS

PLASM
66, Harrodsburg 64 40T
13t6 FlitQl041
Cloy Co U. Middiestoro 64
Herten 73. Barbourville 54
14th ReglOn
Corea 74, Powell Co 71
Hazard 60. Fisnwe-N•on 59

Boys
First Region
Gimes Co 61, Fuhon Cry 45
LO(111 Oak SO, Marshall Co 6.3
Second Regan
Henderson Co 80, Hopkinewille 51
Madisonville U. Lyon Co 63
Fifth Region
Aden Co SO. Green Co 78
Nelson Co 61. hteede Co 40
Eighth Region
Anderson Co 65, Built Central 53
Oidnam Co 73. Owen Co 64
Nina Raga
Coi Gathoic 70. Fort Thorne Highlands
Gov St Henry 1141. N101)011 ClOhOIC 54
tete Ream
Mason Co 109, Bourbon Co 111
Monvorrary Co 57, Planclason Co 60
11t5 Region
Lon Canac 64. ewes 66
Les Tales Creek 57. Franklin Co 55
12th Region
Casey Co 67. Monticello 56

Volunteer

Third Region
McLean Co 60 Breclunndp Co 58
Owensboro Apollo 63 iAtinainberg South 48
Fourth Region
Bowing Green Greenwood 56, Frankln-Singson

4s

Sixth Region
Lou Butler 66, Lou Favals 60
Lou Holy Gross 65, Lou Valley 38
Seventh Region
Lou Ballard 74. Lou .hinersontown so
Lou Male 69, Lou Assumption 64
15t11 Region
BOW/ Layne 52. Bay 34
16th Region
Morgan Co 62, Russell 57
West Caner 65 Asniand Baler 60

so

CD OWNERS!

Call Now Far More Jaforraatioa
Oso Tax-deferred Aieriadsier

M. WAYNE
BENNETT
Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880
Golden Rule Insurance Company Rated 'A.'
(Superior) by A.M. But. This nun( indicates
finencial strength and stability

2001. Main

Murray 753 6201

'Thu *smutty archaise • 39. first-roar bonus.
Rata as of 12-1043, subpict to change.
Perm GRI-AN-10

221A-1080

V American Heart Association

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying-tosell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?

uniden€

1994 Ford Thunderbird LX

Satellite Television Systems

It's The ygry nest In Home Entertainment!

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA
Network (E&W) • TBS • The Family
Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central
(E&W) • Bravo • A&E • El TV • The
Learning Channel • The Wes/her
Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E&W) •
Lifetime (E&W) • TNN • BET •
American Movie Classics • ESPN 2

Him OR
C nemax

SHOWTIME

$23.25 Mo.

YOU CET_
6 HBO's
3 Clnemax's
2 DIsneys
2 Showtlmes
2 Movie Channeis
22 Sports Only
Networks
ALSO, ND CET
MAT CULL
DOES NOT MTN
ESPN2 • Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice I & II • Exxxtasy TV
Adam I Eve • Playboy

FAMILY
PAK

f
•*

Enjoy The Ride
Of Your Life
Every Two Years.

28 CHANNELS
FOND THUNDERBIRD LX
FEATURES:

22 Services

102

• 381 V.6 Engine
C

RUOnN
EUW"R

The Family Channel (E&W) • The
Weather Channel • Lifetime
(E&W) • Prime Network • TBS •
Bravo • Comedy Central (E&W) •
Amencan Movie Classics • TNN •
CMTV • CNN • Headline News •
ME • USA Network (E&W) •
Discovery (E&W) • Prime Time
(ABC. CBS, NBC)
24 • Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

$16.50 Mo.

COMING SOON! Amenca's Talking • Military Channel • Romance Classics • Turner Classic Movies • Home &
Garden TV • Eco Channel • Fitness & Exercise TV • Games Channel • Ovabon Fine Arts Channel • Honzons TV • Golden
Amenc,a Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • World African
Network • CNN International • Catalog Channel• Gaming and Entertainment Network • Talk Channel • Planet Central • New
Culture Network • Tlierapy Channel and Talk TV

Your Local Connection

CALL (502) 759-1835

IDEO

Visit our Shoormom at 808 Coldwater Rd.

per month for 24 months

=11=4.=11MINIM
L•'"7"11-1—frii=11111111Elkall
11:14.72:1=M1

MasterCard

• Ford Auto Club Membership
- 24 hour roadside assistance
- Custom travel planning
- 24 hour toll free assistance
• 3 year 36,000 mile bumper to bumper
warranty •
• Pay only for what you use lust two
year's worth

ilffr=r1=".r..1.1=1
Joe Parker
John Parker
David Parker
Joe Rowland

753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Greg Bailey
Nick Ryan
Ron Wright
Larry McCully ....

435-4266
436-2486
753-0156
753-4552

Thomas Jones ...
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
Charlie Hargrove

753-5405
753-4902
759-9859
753-0303

'See your dealer tor a copy of thie Pinnid asnenty — Lees* payment Is bead on capitalized cost 01 616.190 on 1904 Ford Thunderbird
LX vnth PEP pite 157A. USW may have the OPlion bia is not obligated to purchase the wade al Use. erd al • price to be negotiated
with Ina dealer et lease signing. Lessee is maponalbie 10
,emcee weer nal tar and $011 per nee carps Ion asap over WACO
Lease wooer to cretin approval end initurlibilly se delerrnined by Ford Great Lase parent Includes Ine. Mns ard Scene* less. For
spaced less* tans, you nal
delivery
trots cbantar litOdt by 3/14e• time cash due at lama Inception income
fecal
vehicle
is new
* Wee payment end total down payment as snown hr late box
ReClollS dspa.S, lea month.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment Center"

visA SOUND DESIGNS
A g UDIO/V

•4-Speed Automatic Overdrive
Transmission
• Am ConthooningiTinted Glass
• Electronic AM/FM Stereo?
CassettelClock
•Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors
• Speed Control/Tilt Steering
• Rear Window Defroster
• Cast Aluminum Wheels

A Red Carpet Lease
Makes Sense.

-You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Maln Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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'Baby Jessica,' now
Anna, enjoys family

•

...

111111111111111111.111111111111.11111111111

604 S. 12th

Capsule C=

753-768S

Getting Better,
Not Older
Reguiar exercise careful
eating and having a passion
are three keys to staying
young Apart trom the physio
bgical slowing that comes with
age(some of which is hastened
by poor health habits), physi
clans have found that people
who get regular aerobic and
strengthening exercise build
muscle and lose tat, which
appears to help physically and
mentally
Because the body
aCI Onaa Craw &vs SiaaId, PCS
and wham

absorbs nutrients less efli
cientty with age a nutritious
diet is very important Finally, a
passion for some aspect of life
can help a person stay young

"4.•

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Tressa Ross, martebng manager for Murray Cablevision. presents a cheek
for $5,000 to Dr. John Dilion, executive director tor Murray Slat* University's
TV-11 News The grant from Murray Cablevision will be used for equipment
tor the University's t•levision stabon. Pictured are (from left) Dr. Bob Lochte,
director of the MSU television studios, Dillon, Ross, and Jeff Prater,
operations manager for MSU TV-11

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
No doubt in her mind. Threeyear-old "Baby Jessica" knows
who she is.
"Anna Jacqueline Schmidt,"
she said in a television interview.
Seven months ago, pictures of
the screaming child being carnal
sway from Jan and Roberta
DeBoer, the Michigan couple
who had raised her almost since
_her birth, shocked the country.
People everywhere debated the
rights of children vs. adoptive
parents vs. biological parents.
The battle began in 1991, when
Cara Schmidt, then Cara Clausen
and unmarried, gave birth in
Cedar Rapids and gave the baby
up for adoption, lying when she
named the father. Almost immediately, she changed her mind
and began efforts to reclaim the
child.
Dan Schmidt, the real father,

Aren't YouIIh,
Glad There'sIIIe

Did you know a newborn
baby willtum to its
parents'voices...
even in a crowd?

Kilned the battle about a month
after the baby's birth. He married
Clausen in 1992.
Meanwhile, the DeBoers won
custody of the baby and waited
for the adoption to become final.
"They knew nine days after
they had legal, temporary custody
of her that she needed to come
home," Cara Schmidt said.
"Nine days, and they held on for
two and a, half years."
The couples battled through six
courts in Iowa and Michigan,
until the U.S. Supreme Court
refused to block a court order
sending Jessica to her biological
parents.
Today, the brown-eyed, darkhaired toddler lives with her biological parents and baby sister in
Iowa. ABC-TV's "PrimeTime
Live" broadcast Thursday
showed her laughing and playful.
"Will VOU make my bed?"
Anna asked Diane Sawyer.
The Schmidts said they
changed their daughter's name
"because we named her Anna
and she's our daughter."
Dan Schmidt just wants people
to leave Anna alone, to "let her
be the happy-go-lucky child that
she is.
"We wake up every morning
--settli
"&affliful- daugFifers.
You know, that makes my day.
When I wake up and Anna comes
running out of there, 'Hi Mommy
Daddy, I love you,' a big smile ...
A brick could drop on my head
and I wouldn't notice," he said.
During court testimony, experts predicted Anna would cry
uncontrollably, have temper tantrums and be haunted for years if
she was taken from the DeBoers.
"None of it happened. Not a
thing that they guaranteed would
happen has happened," Cara
Schmidt said.
Anna said she remembers the
DeBoers and their dog, Miles,
and the house where she used to
live. She calls the DeBoers
"Robby and John."
The Schmidts said they speak
kindly of the DeBoers to Anna.
"We explained that she was very
special because she had two
mommies and two daddies,"
Cara Schmidt said.
. The DeBoers said through a
spokesman that they are denying
all interview requests.

New bill would
let agencies try
new management

Presenting Brigbt Beginnings, afree programfor expectant
parents.
If you're like most expectant parents. you have a number ot questions about your
pregnancy, your health, your baby's health and more Brigbt Beginnings is a FREE
educational program that gives you the information you need to prepare for the big e‘ent
and the first years of your baby's life
In addition to a senes of informative newsleners deli%ered to your home Brigbt
Beginnings offers

-Your choice of a candlelight dinner for Mom & Dad or a fruit
basket
-A free book titled "Pregnancy, Childbirth & Beyond".
-A free early pregnancy class.
-Invitations to the pregnancy class reunions-- a time to share
your child's growth & development
Brig& Beginneings also offers the convenience of a pre-payment plan which allows you to
budget your hospital stay in advance. eliminating financial womes at such a ioyous time If
you qualify for the pre-payment plan. youwill receive

-A 10% discount on your portion of the bilL
-A diaper bag with a blanket for baby and a scrub shirt for Dad-and if he brings it to the hospital, we'll even stamp your baby's
!ti
r r• $0'1
114411-

4

footprints on it
-A special Brig& Beginnings package offered by local merchants
which includes free crib shoes, meals, diapers, dental exan.
and much more!

Brightfutures start with

Yes!
I want Bright Beginnings for my baby
I Mom's name:
I Address:
I Cel,
I Daytime

Sute

Zlp

phone:
1 Physician's name•
1
I
1
• _
I
one:
Check
1
CPlanning a healthy Pregnancy
Pregnancy; due date:
ICI
1
loParenting(newborn to age 3)
Child's birth date:
I
Child's physician:
e
IL—IPlease see if I qualify for the Prepayment Plan.
e Mail to,
e•
e
Bright Beginnings
e

e

alkAw
a

Dedicated to providing you & your baby the best in personalized, one-on-one beattbcare:

1111: vs C didaup for
Certifiestion
.

1
i
t
I
1
i
1
I

e
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242 e

•

Julio Guerra, MI).

I
I

Danny Ki mberlin,
M.D.
0111GY101
Board Certified

Debra Selby,
M.D.
Podiatriclan

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State workers could have the
chance to try out ricw office management pricticei under a bill
approved by a House committee
Thursday.
The House State Government
Committee approved a bill allowing state agencies to experiment
with pilot management programs.
Only agencies where a majority of workers agree to the pilot
programs will be eligible. And no
more than 15 percent of all state
employees will be able to try the
new programs.
The bill is intended to help cut
through what some have called
restrictive personnel laws in state
government.
Opponents of the measure worried out loud that it's another
attempt to hack away at a law
designed to protect state employees from political hirings and
firings.
Kentucky Finance Secretary
Patrick Mulloy said all protections now in place will be left
intact.
Money saved through more
efficient office practices like
team work groups and flexible
scheduling would be given back
to the employees as a bonus.
The bill now moves on to the
full House for consideration. If it
passes there, it moves on to the
Senate.

Bill makes papers
recycle newsprint
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) ---The House on Thursday passed a
bill requiring publishers to use
recycled newsprint in their
newspapers.
The bill could establish a
statewide recycling committee to
work with newspapers and try to
have all papers using 50 percent
recycled newsprint by the year
2005.
Papers that have not met the
goal could be charged fees for
not using enough recycled paper.
No fees are included in the bill
The bill passed the House with
a 91-2 vote It now moves to the
Senate .

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Iliwicry &Li
$5.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd
CobcounI aid tun
J Ada WOImmowtSCoy feted)
$1 75 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Snooping Guide).

Reader Adt
26$ per word, $5.00 minimum
1st cloy Se per word per day tor
each additional consecultir•
day $1.75 extra for Shopper
Clues. C3assffieds go into ShopPing Guide.) $2.00 extra tor
blind box ads.

.Y.caLlratei.Z22212Pgtil
A $200 lee we be required ks make
any changes food alter decides*.

026

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

Legal Notice
Nonce
Personois
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Hetp Wonted
Danesitc & °Viacom
..7. Situation Wonted
.... Buenas OppcfturvtY
IFISTTUction

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Motkie Homes for Rent
280
265 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
BusIned Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

060
070
090
100
110

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

TO DRIVE

MURRAY

SHOE REPAIR
While-U- Wait Service
106 N. 4th St.
759-1983

Sot 101 p m

Microwave

Repair

TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO

NCI
I KPf I1
Ni FOLD

ALLIANCE
,

MAIf

TRAMP* CENTF

unIANOIS. TN

MONEY SOURCES
start-up businesses.
growth. development, expansion. inventory, leverage buyout etc . We also
pay caSh for your mon
gage (502) 492,8542

pm

eo

95
200
210
220
240
260

380

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter promotes uniform
spreading, increases penetration reduces foaming,
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a cost of
50/acre 753-0833

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Brand,

Ward Elkins
753-1713
-JUMP start your en* with
AMPLIFIED D from Conklin
Product. made by university of Arizona A seed germination aid helps seed
over come stress. Better
root & stern formation. provides added energy to
seed, helps increase stand
& yield Cost about $2/acre
753-0833

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free locale-1mm semce

sme=nris
Final Clearance
Entire

Stock
Winter Merchandise

2/3-3/4

Off
Court Square • Murray

Proortr as Sof nod

Cat

Ugly Duckling

'

LITMEZIEBE
il
ocanons Corm to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

ME RCHANDISI
Computers
...
For Sale or Trod.
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
ApOlionces
Horne Furresnings
Antiques
VOCuurn Cleoners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports EPment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplien

060

LEARN

753-2310

M-f 9-5

20
30
43
50
56
60
65
70

insuranc•
Exterminating
Sueness SerVces
Hooting & Cooling
Services Offered

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment
MUSIC DJ all occassions
Brian Pataluna 762-2043
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Wed Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649-3804
WANT to lease /i acre
dark fired tobacco
492-8159
025
Pirsonals
DON T chance romance
Call Match Maker International (502)554-8600
DWM, 30's, new to the
area Do have a pretty good
job, would like woman in
her 30's for relationship If
interested please reply to
Po Box 492. Murray, KY
42071
MEET nice singles w/
names phone is Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy 68 - 1r2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening March 11th
Serving Breakfast 5 a.m.-11 p.
Order From Menu
Smorgasbord 4 p m -9 p.m.
Wed. thru Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8 pin.

FULL time RN for growing
practice Oncology experience preferred but will train
Send resume to PO Box
1040K. Murray KY 42071
Attention Murray!

POSTAL JOBS"
Start 1111 4 Vhr •benefits
For application & info .call
1 (2161-324-6439 7•m to
10 pm , 7 days

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement.
Home
weekends.
1-804782-8759
A JOB Announcement
Number 94-18(A) Date
02/15/94 Position Cook
Location Kenlake State Resort Park, Hardin, KY
Grade and salary. Grade 5,
Salary $5 247 per hour A4romum requirements Must
have one year of cooking
experience in an institutional or large-scale commercial setting Vocational
training in food service will
substitute for the experience on a year-for-year basis Apply by submitting a
state application (which
can be obtained at the local
Department of Employment Services or any other
state government office) to:
Kentucky Department of
Personnel, Room 384, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601 Job announcement
number should be placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the application in the
'Special Announcement
No • blank Deadline for
applying You must qualify
test, and be placed on the
register by March 16, 1994
(*Written test not required)
Filling this position is subject to any state government hiring restrictions An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D
ANIMAL Shelter workers
still needed Prefer persons
with experience handling
animals 1 part-time worker
needed 8-12 Mon, Tues,
Thurs, Fri, Sat & all day
Wed 1 part-tine worker
needed 8-430 Sat & 8-12
Sun Past applicants
please sooty, some recent
applications destroyed by
fire Apply Thurs, Fri, or Sat
March 10, 11, 12 after 2pm
Shelter located on East Sycamore Ext No phone calls
please
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ject is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now.
no experience, free supplies, free information, no
obligation. send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28. PO Box
39 Bangs, Texas 76823

PTA

PUBLIC NOTICE
1994CITY DOG TAGS ARE NOW bUE.
PLEASE PROVIDE THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE WITH A CURRENT
RABIES VACCINATION RECEIPT
FOR THE DOG BEING REGISTERED.
DOG TAGS ARE $2.00 EACH.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

Physical Therapist
Assistant. Full time
position for in patient.
out patient and home
health visits. Competitive Salary. Good
Benefits. Excellent
Working
Environment. Send resume to
Lisa McGar, PT Director, Parkway Regional Hospital. 2000
Holiday Ln., Fulton.
Ky 42041, Or call her
at (502) 472-2522
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays. EOE M/F

ASSITIVE Technologyi
loan library specialist, good
organizational & communicational skills McIntosh &
DOS experience using File
Maker Pro & pagemaker
Background in assistive
technology with persons
with disabilities, bar coding
and or library experience a
plus Send resume to PO
Box 266, Murray. KY
42071
FULL-time position available for a daycare teacher
Experience helpful Apply
at Sunshine Center Christian Daycare, Hwy 94 East

EXPERIENCED painters
needed immediately CM
753-8823 for more
information

POSITION available Grill
cook & waitress 753-3195

Kenloke State Park - Hwy. 94 at Aurora

Opeaing gue Socgoa Nday,
Oben of 6 a.m - Close 3 p.m. / 7 days a week
(Closing hours will change later in season)

Full Breakfast Menu ...Senaird Anytime
Luncheon Specials • Sandwiches & Salads
Homemade Pies
•
Looking forward to a big season!
Thank you for al your support last year
474-2245

Hodge, *et Associates
*The hum= Tax, frofessionds.
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
EST-A-TE--•
-PAYROLL---Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

915 Coldwater Rd.

(502) 753-6069

121 South at Sedalia
Mayfield, KY 42066

fir

4')

Hours
Mon -Sat 10 a m -6 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Shelia Tucker
Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan

Every Tuesday Night

at 7:00

(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
94 West io Johnny Robertson
Hale Road, right on Sq Hale

• Deeding. aro 2 days
odioaricoi

Road. South to
Road us mile

Sq

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
Mar 6pin

CASH 10( mobile home
Ores & axles 436 2578
JOB Announcement Num901444-0679
ber 94-17(A)Date 02/15416
Position Park Worker(P$.
CASH paid for good, used
time) Location Kenlaka
nags shoguns and pisState Resort Park Hardin, IFKRAOISE SNOW
tols Benson Sporting
KY Grade and salary, Franchise for sale in Mur- Goods 519 S 12th
ray
Buikling
&
at
equipGrade 4, Salary $4 765 per
Murray
hour Minimum require- ment 442-4758
ments None Apply by submitting a state application
(which can be obtained at
the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other state government
office) to Kentucky DepartThe Calloway, IPon
ment of Personnel, Room
, office for a
has an opening in the
384, Capitol Annex, Frankfull-time secretary/bocikkea.per, effective
fort, KY 40601 Job announcement number
Apnl 1, 1994.
should be placed in the
Responsibilities of the position Include:
upper nght-hand corner of
the application in the "Spe— Perwane' records
cial Announcement No
blank Deadline for apply— Payroll
ing You must qualify, test',
— Bookkeeping
and be placed on the regis— Insurance and other benefits
ter by March 16, 1904.
— Other responsibilities as assigned
(*Written test not required.)
Filling this position a subPosition alien excellent fringe benefits.
ject to any state governSalary commensurate with education and
ment hiring restrictions. An
Equal Opportunity Emexperience.
ployer M/F/D
NOW taking applications
for responsible dependable, mature employees
Must work evenings &
weekends Guaranteed
hours Apply after 4prn
Thur-Sun , Pizza Magic.
Aurora No phone calls
PART-time at Pams 410
Main St Apply in person
No phone calls please

TOP National Company offers outstanding benefit
program, no experience required We'll train you for a
position that asures you of
a future Above average
potential Must be high
school grad or equivalent
with some typing ability.
Possibly some travel. Apply
to Kentucky Finance Co
106 S 501 St, Murray See
Mike Blernker
WILCILIFEr
CONSERVATION JOSS
Gerrie wardens security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 art
7159 8am-9pm 7 days

WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler Roper. Acme
Bailey, Sig Horn. sad many more So
shop with us, compare
prices & return for savings
yeu-H---eperectate-.
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
bowed 18 miles west of Hazel on
093 west Loot for brown &armor
sea at Use yellow catsoa 1mbt in
Hazel Opts Mos.-Sat 10-5
50 2- 492-6 1 44

-

, )••,0

RED

59-1874

fits

Fringe
ull Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

$10
$3
3:=
'Eq Color

$20

Formerly Sun Sensations

Nails
6041/2 Broad Ext.

*Norma'June's

Tobacco Fanners

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Une of:
'Green Houses
• Outside Float System
'Float Trays

'Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
•itest Plants

Now booking started & finirshed plants.
Construction avaiehla en greenhouses_

(502) 435-4415

Denies*
& Childers

Now Open
5 a.m.-9 p.m.
7 Days A Week

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Linda 759 9553
LOVING mother will care
for children in her home
753-6278
MOTHER of 2wil bebysit in
her home CPR certified.
References 753-1197
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437 4064
WILL sit with elderly In
dudes meals 8 cleaning
Call 753 4590 for 'Mama
bon 8 references
090

*Country Buffet Every Day

Postilion
Weigel

*Seafood Buffet Fri. & Sat.
Night 5 p.m.-Close

ALTERATIONS mid repairs Renee gowns& sow
dos Flue)s Se* and gene,
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-8981

615-232-6930

SEWING pbs wanted, in
eluding frimeel
7S3-10111

1

(tit
STATE LINE

1-800-831-3239

070

Dover. TN • Hwy. 79 West

••••

Send resume to: Calloway County Board of
Education, Attention: C' **es,P.O. Box
800, Murray, KY 4

SAFETY Advisor,
$2150/mo Company wit
train Call Mon-Fri,
9am-1pm
only
615-399-8269

TO THE PURI IC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Town & Country
Restaurant

1r

SECRETARY
POSMON

SECRETARY/Bookeeper
position available with law
firm Full-time with fringe
benefits Some bookkeeping background preferred.
experience in Work Perfect
an asset Salary commensurate with experience
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040 J, Murray, KY 42071

The Covered
Wagon
rig)-Tack & Apparel
502-251-3417

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Soluiday 8 a.rn.-12 p.m.

WANTING to tutor K-Eith
grade Have experience &
references Please sell
762-2352

REVOLUTIONARY Home
Mailing Program, for into.
send-SASE -4-.11 tia POBen
1040 I, Murray, KY 42071

SALES TAX • CORPORATE

OPEN

410
Public Sole
For Trod,
540
560 .................. Free Column
70
Wonted

ATTENTION' HOME MAKERS,SENIOR CITIZENS
SECOND JOBBERS &
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Cablevision has several
permanent part OMB evening telemarketing positions
for the SUPER MOTIVATED,
GOAL
ORIENTED, HIGH
ACHIEVER WE OFFER
paid training, base salary
plus commission weekly &
monthly bonus departmental incentives Cableinsion, 90 N Main St Benton
KY 42025 EOE Apply in
person

Inside Kenlake Marina

KY

MISCELLANEOUS

OFFICE HOURS.,

961

CINDY'S ON THE BARGE

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sale

Hsip
Wanted

Jiinnlat Nesbitt

Adysiollsers aro requeded to
checti the Irst insertion at
then ads for any war. Murray
Ledger
&nem wi b• sesponslbfs
only on Incasmot Inseam Any erms
Moak, b.naposlect Warnedably so eonedions cm+ be
made.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
4.30
435
440
460
460

Help
Wanted

Notice

SEARS

ALLIUZIME1111

753I- 1916

CALL

020
Notice

L.

TO PLACE
AN AD

-

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top robed companies to
give you the beetposelble rates, benefits, and
service.
1114011 14131CAL
IIPOURANCI

MEDICARE SU
NURSING HOME
CANCER INSURANCE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUMES

4 companies
7 companies
6 companies
3 companies
3 rcenpaniei
5 COM ponies
4 companies

Please call us the
any ofthe
above insures. Oster
Pork already
hew*
ANIBPd
aPPnicl•

ncy
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

•

•
•

•

_ ___ _1111111111111111111111111111111111NMINNIMInrWIT
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

40FT TV tower good condition $125 7581457
BOGARD Inaleng and Si
kayoing. Inc We had ea
sod gravel. MI dirt whits
rock np rap 759-1828
FOR sate 1 week of erne
snare luxury condo anywhere in the world (If wail
ape) 753-0822
FRuSTRATION pencils
tracing figur•s book
marks magnets H8S Rt 1
Henan KY 42048
IS your home salt/ Horne
security Is inexpensive
adds vaka & peace of mind
to your home For information cal 328-8944
MATTRESSES any size
Buy tactory direct' Ask about our Rapids'Smith httress
Factory
502 851 3160

!Nit

NEW meta siding 8 rootwig Cover 36* cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaNakone Secondary
it available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
ROLAND EP-9 ()vow
piano with 8 vosces.$1.200
— Trealry-Valus MK.Writii
—ex
con. $300 474-8040
SUN tanning beds new
used. financing available
Pats. service & supplies
Call. Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 .

r-soos4o97do
TRUCK topper, Mt long
bed,$30 Cal altw 4 30pm
753-8306
12 GAUGE Winchester
pump shotgun SW8 cam
753-9278 after
per lop
50m

COUNTRY blue couch g
char Coftee table 8 end
table Rust redsner Call
753-0727 after 6pm or
759-1444 during tie day
DINING room suite, large
double lighted hutch. $500
436-5609
NEW sofa 8 love seW lath
two matching wing beck
chars Exercise machine
753-3742 after 5pm
USED Sews Sealy Posta
pectic, king sae bed set
,Excellent condition $300
436-5610

T I NMI skaa0MONa 010114mg a tug line of investgalive
services B. As Censer
7533068 or 4366099
K

taxso

MOBILE home
Nice
many •xtras
759-9900
14X70 FENCED in Id with
garage & paved drive
753-6816
1982 24X56 FLEET
1A1000 3tx 2 lath appliances central his deck
& service pole excellent
condition Must be moved
435-4638 after 5pm
1985 BUCCANEER
14X72 21x 1 v bath lots
of extras excellent condi
ton Lotabid in Coach Es
tams 758-4453
1993 FRANKLIN l6X80
$24 000 Firm 753-63.8.4
after 5pm
CUMMINGS taster Poles
Specializing in mobile
home triectnc services 200
art1P $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

200
Sports
Equipment

We Mon
Mobile Homes
5024374608

PRE-OWNED Homes
Hurry while they last! 2311
2br, 12X60 only $2.995
now $1.996 0323
12X60 was $3,995 now
$2895. 1253 at, 12X90
was $5.996 now $4,996
#357 2lor, 12X65 was
$2,500 now $1600 9344
2br, 14X70 $600 down &
$196 per month Repot
*305 14X70 Repo $500
down & $195 per month
Meny more preowned &
Repo homes to choose
from' See these at Volunteer Homes Hwy 79 East
Pans. TN 901-642-4466
280

FIREWOOD also tree ser
vice 436-2562
THE woodmaster a back'
Call now for good sea
sorted firewood that stacks
4)1 753-9235
THE woodrnaster is back
Cat novi for WOO SOO
soned firewood that stacks
up, 753-9235

liable
Hoses For

at

2BR Grogan s Trader Park
Appliances 8 water turn
isned
Coieman RE
753 9898

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600
2in
Miscelleneass
RAINBOW vacuums all
models 2yr warranties
stating $339-$699 Ray
Russell Vacuum Shop
443- 7720

29R wee furnished Located 1601 F•rmer.
$300,mo Coleman RE
7539898

Mobilo
Hem Late For Real

AKC Roaseder puppies
shots $250 527 9359
DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 7581768
HAVE an obedient sato
dog for show or home
Gasses or preen lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

LARGE at 2 Oath, central
ha yeti hook up No pee
ReNNOOOSS & deposit re
$335 mo
quired
753 3949

LOOK at price and size'
How about 6br 3 baths
living room
den large
kitchen 8 lots of closets
58 ACRES prime dwelt"- Edge of city limits and only
morn property southwest of $89 900 See this one
Murray
Must sell' soon Kopperud Realty
7531222 AILS. 5450
759-9247

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4094 Equal
Housing Opportunity

8 ACRES East of Murray,
open & wooded. black top
road new KY Lake. Dewitt u I 58.950 Terms
759-1922 or 753-4964

NICE dwelt( 21x central
• applenoes furnished
Coleman RE 753-9996
- NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rant housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended. between Sam- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

NEW 40x50 commercial
metal burldeig in Lynn
Grove. frontage Hwy 94 W
corner lot 753-4873 after
GPft1

28R. CUTE duplex De
hwasher. microwave
$4251mo BUT LOW UTILI
TIES' $10350 combined
1V11129. 1402 lachelie
Northwood Lease depo
Sat no pets 753-8734

1962 FORD pack up uno
327 Chevy engine 4
valve 350 turbo trans
great truck ride 8 drive
anywhere $1 600 obo
474 8216

body

313R A01510 in barn quiet
neighborhood Reduced to
$50,500 Contact Kop
penal Realty 753 1222
AILS 5269

1976 FORD ruck. stick
shift new motor, $1,200
otio and 1967 Chevy truck.
stick shift $1.000 obo
436 2526
1981 CHEVY pick-up, kill
size excellent condition
Must sell 436-2102
1987 CHEVY Silverado,
long bed, 90,XXX miles.
smokes $4.850 753-7975
1988 CHEVY A ton Silverado new paint new bedtine( looks & drives like
new truck Extra dean
58 900 753-4871 or
762-4811 7am-3prn

1980 HONDA GL 500
23 XXX actual miss, $503
in very good condition
436-2348 after5pm or
leave message

1988 S-10 BLAZER, Ta1988 HONDA Hawk 650
hoe Soho& dr local truck,
GT gray. low Main excel- excellent condition Relent pLirefelswi includes 2
duced to $7800 753-8E009
helmets 8 extra seat 1 I xxx
miles Asking $2,100
1989 MAZDA B2200.
7536138 before 5pm
" sharp Cal 753-6579 after
1989 600 KAWASAKI 513m
Nino black & red sharpe,
extra dean Adult nden,
$3 500 obo 474-8216 be-`4
fore 5pm

1973 STARCRAFT 23ft
5-3000 Call 474-8125 after

BLACK 1982 Honda Ascott
500 $680 753-4663 be
fore 6pm

4pm

UNDER oonstructon 1800
square loot duplex located
Foibrook subdivision off
Duguld Rd Brick veneer
central gas 753-4873 after
6pm

Lake
Property
s3 WATER front lake lot
Center Ridge Cabin Site
APprox 1 acre Excellent
view of KY Lake fronting
Blood River
Call
812 283 5341

1614 OLIVE ali ublities
furnished. hactlan .8 living
room vrvieges Coiernan
RE 753-9898

2BR 1 bath 503 Pine
stove refrigerator sod gas
neat No pets $295imo
Lease & deposit 753-7210
28R brick carport 14
bath central h a appliances yard maintenance included No pea.
$375 Deposit & referAfter 5pm
ences
753-6397
2EIR house on So 7th St
1350/mo lease 8 depose
natured 753-4109

Lole
For SW
EXCELLENT budding lot
se&ng at Absolute Auctson
1.4a-rai
it to Own,
1803 Lincoln Ave Murray
For more into see Thur
Auction ad or contact
Robert ALexand•r,
1 800-307501.0

135 ACRES near KY Lake
& New Concord 4 tillable
'4 young ember black top
road $89.500 Will divide
into 40 45 or 50 acre tracts
terms 759 1922

Howse
Fit fee

Brakes tor rent. Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney $
$20-$40rmo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905

Livereock
& Supple*

Kentucky Cattlemen's
Association

EPD BULL SALE

Highway 189 between
Central City & Greenville

Selling 30 Service
Aged Bulls
Comptes EPD and
Pirloirriance Osta Available
Angus Brangut • ROHM
Hereford • Shorthorn
Simmental
fiO4 136-4511404-233-37fl

Sate Day 502-338-0313

bath brick on 3
28R 1
acres On Hwy 80 near
Aurora
$55 000
753-6556 753 2951
38R 1 4 bath central ha
gas heat hardwood floors
screened porcti 1321 Olive
Blvd 753-1890
38A 25 bath home O
called on•quoin street New
central gas heat &ar were
added in 12 Large closets
& storage space generous
sized rooms & immediate
possession make this a
home you need to see'
Lead to sell at $75000
Kopp•rud Realty
753-1222 MLS4/6469
BY owner. LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER 45 wooded
acres. ROOM TO BUILD. 8
miles from Murray 1 mile to
KY lake, Hwy 94 2tx
bath, large living/dining
room with stone fireplace
(antral acrtaat vaulted
ceilings huge 2-car
garage workshop new
wood cabinets w w car
Pea all appliances Move
in 140W Priced below ap
prose' Call 502 44 2769
RUSTIC house on 3 acres
Southwest school district
30X40 metal shop 113X16
polio deck 3br 2 bath
centre gas heat 6 Mr
$69 500 Serious inquires
only 492 8600 alter Spni

1990 CREST III Pontoon
2511 with 1890 411hp Johnson Motor Excellent oond
bon $7.500 negotiable
436 2346 after 5pm or
leave message
24 LOWE Pontoon boat
9Chp Evinrudo covers and
swim ladder
Call
901 247 3221 between
8am4pin
ALUMINUM 36ft house
boat for sate Sleeps 4 has
bath kitchen large front
deck Sun deck on top of
cabin 115hp Evenrude
motor 4365811
S10
knew.
Wend
1 1 1 1 A Hauling, moving.
dsar? up. odd lobs tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436 5744
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trimming, tree removal deanwig out sheds attics 8 odd
jobs Free estimates
4362102 Luke Lamb

Shingles $10 Sq.
Master Plumber
Rough-In 2 bath, 1
KS., 1
WO
$2,500.
Licensed Electricians
Sheetrock 10c Irish,
12e spray
Prof Painters $10 hr
References
753-8663
759-4401
ANTIQUE reerwshing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 7532456
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
Al. AL'S hauling, yard installation, repair. replacewalk tree removal. mow- ment. 759-1515.
ing . FreeIFST17,1111111—BACKHOE Service - ROY
759-1683
HILL Septic system, dnveways, hauling, foundations.
* Four Star * etc 759-4664

Porches & decks
avaiabi• with metal roof

BACKHOE Service, complete foundabons, septic
systems R.H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516.
pager 762-7221

Sayer r00I coating

roof coating
Everiock vinyl
Jncierpinning

K Rok un6Orpinning

Doors. windows, metal
acing, floor repair
Misr furnace 8 air
conditioning

ID 0000000 10 0

LAWN
MOWING
Free Estimates
Reasonable Rates
Dependable Sen4ce
•

1987 CHEVROLET Silverado pock-up red $6,300
527-9729

Boats
& Motors
14 FOOT semi v bottom
wide boat with trailer &
lights Good condition
$500 753-2953

1968 RENAULT Medaton
am/fm radio, arc very nice
89 XXX moles 759-9334 after 4 30pm

1992 EAGLE Talon, 14FT Polar Craft Jon Boat
loaded 753-8613 after 50hp motor tilt trailer
$1 100 435 4383
5 30prn
Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and ROMER
Savior Crete

CZ=

Kilisardar

Across from Southern States
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray,-101-42071
BCS Tillers
Also Repair Work
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

_-

753-2925- -

For a clean sweep...

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vile subdivision Al city
utilities, $18,500 firm
753-4873 attar 6pm
LARGE lot in Hazel for sae
City water 8sewage Gas &
cable hook-up Call
4924352

1977 ARROW Glass bass
boat, 1711. 85 Evinrude
good shape $3 500
753-0676 days

Associated Skills
Houses Dryed In
$200 Sq Ft

Phone (502) 492-8488

520

Lamb's Small Engine

410

14FT V-bow 49' weds IS
deep weer wailer $225
759- 1467

"le

TAKING applications for
section 8 rant subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms handicap access+
be Equal Housing Oppor
tunrty Apply Hildale Ape
Ky
Hardin
or call
502 437 4113
VERY nice at 2 bath du
pier appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475/mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Cal
753-2905

I Iblops

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Sin

29FT camper trailer 1983
ikylark self-contained
$5,300 436-5369 after
5OrY1

Muhlenburg County
Livestock Center

Run trks bQ consistency ad in Class,rodsevery day.including fhoShopcier.
for $lek o month (paid in advance)

age Only 200 made
Cruise alt aim/In cameo,
Cal 753-1614 after 5pm

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For at your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

Fri law Ill-12 neon CST

Business on
a Budget?

pock

SUMMER'S coming beau
Mut lake duplex boat ramp.
leach 2br wird hoot up
15min from Moray Top
5350/mo, tonom $275imo
527-9639

1 2 3130 apts Furnished
very nice near IASU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm

28R 1 bath ducats garage
with automatic door
opener dah washer gar
begs disposal whi hook
up. central ha. $450rmo
1yr lease Day 753-76M
nights 759-4703

Olympic

1991 28FT 5th wheel Prowler loaded mint condition
Call 489-2018

Apirwrits
For Root

28R I bath on %swell Rd
53254 mo 1-901-642-8897
leave message

Mtn. van

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

12n

1BR dose to university
some utilities paid
753-8756

1992 PLYMOT14 Voyeur,/

3BR central gas heat & air
3yrs tied fenced beck yard
Noe neighborhood Good
strut a retiree home im
m•djat• poss•ssion
753-5214 alter 5pm

EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnshed
Coleman RE 753-9898

KOPPERUD Realty has
Isioyerewatang topurehese
homes-al price ranges If
you we ihneurv of sellingcontact one or our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by oftois at 711 Main St

van,

38R brick home in South
west school daInct Central
gas hest central electric
alledied garage of
Wed at 572 500 thru Kop
penal Realty 753 1222
M1304496

ROTWEILLERS AKC have
been wormed 2 males 1
female ready now
758-2598

CONDOMINIUM tor sale or
lease Low utilities on see
security 753 3293 after
6pm

1996 FORD 15 pawner
dual wt. looks & nes
good Only 77.IUUt meas,
extra twos. 87.1160 Cal
753 7666 days, or see at S
4th & Elm Si

38R, 2 bath brice ranch
central heal I arc Privacy
twice. *apace with insert
$09.500 753-5703

A 28A 2 bath duplex, gas
heat garage Available
now
Coleman RE
53-9896

3110

CaN 763-1916 Ow dotails.

AKC Longhair German
Shepherd puppy to good
home $130 7539270

REGISTERED
no old
male Toy Poodle shots
$175 753-5318

MOB•LE home Ots for rent
492 8488

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

I

48R 2 bah apts evadable
now Centel h a appli
cancer furnished Located
on Diuguid Coleman RE
753-98911

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking des
tance to college 753-5209

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109
MARRELL guitar Wm or
acusbc bend new $450 &
Kramer guitar ask $200 2
Violin Strativaros made
1 758 one 51000 and MOO
436-2102

28R townhouse new spaoous, all appliances induct
.ng washer & dryer
753-4573

Per
&wow

135

SHOT guns nies. hand
Ilesiassa
guns 22's. 251.9 Mkts. to
Asease
357 Mag 's, AK 47's
SKS s $119 Buy sell 800-220050 ft Coleman
• trade No background RE -753-9898
check charge on handguns HARD to believe that office
at the tome 4365660
space on the counsquwe In
downtown Murray is afford
able & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you at about it Call 753-1266
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

29Rckiplex race neighbor
hood newer decorated Fla
arena deposit required
No pets $275 ro 0
4362816 anytime

CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
Pie Southeast s largest &
NEWLY constructed 2tx
oldest dealerships of qual
duplex
d hookup
Fry butt energy efficient
54000mo 753-0472
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes. NEW large dudes. 2 hill
Inc Lake Hwy 79E Pans. Whs. gas hest wi sewage
TN
-800442489
--111011-144141 11-460450
SSOOrmo No peel Days
753-1 155, nights
753-1623

VACANT 2br furnished
$200 7535292
WANTED utility tracto
-girth or wfthout loader CM
collect- 815-932 8494 Call
after 7prn

MARCH 11, 1994

11111
Amara,
Fir bre

lisst 4`
las
WANT to buy 1611 Jon
boat mow & trader Good
condition 615- 232-4294

FRIDAY

V

weep
(

• Week'.
Hi Weeki
of Owt-Tuhe
Services
• Free estimates

1•4•4,Iet :4,

&

CLE AM.&

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
A1A tree service Removal,
trimming. hauling & dean
up 492-8254
A 1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn, remodling,
decks homes built, no job
to small, free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436-5398
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 759-9816, 753-0495

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting mainte
name,etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas rotors and amplifiers Beasley s Antenna
Service
Buchanan
901-642 4077
CUSTOM bush hogging
& tiling (up to 6'cleep)
489-2995
DRYWALL. finishing, repairs additions and blowng ceilings 753-4761

itzt William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced budder of houses
garages pole barns 8, storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates no job too large or too
small

EXPERIENCED dry wall
inahing References avail
able 436-2060

474-8267

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

e8i8n8

is now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens Mugs Keychains Buttons Megnetk Business
Cards Kites Balloons Desk Accessories Memo
Boards Pins and Many Many More Products'

Call...

Rule Lawn
Service

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
438-5255

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986
BIG Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bit 759-4490
BILL'S Window Cleaning
Senna, Back to help with
your spring cleaning
Residential/Commercial
753-5034

BREAKING & disking gardens Yard landscaping.
bush hogging 8 mulching
Free estimates 436-5430
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPET installation 30
plus years experience,
commencial and residential vinyl tile. berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437-4543

345-2790
1-800-599-2790
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes kit
MCNOt home boats Rvs
and sec Excellent protec
Don. high quality, excellent
value Roy Nil 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sot
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COE'S General Repair
Electric, carpentry drywall.
finishing, plumbing
492-8403
CONSTRUCTION From
mg. $2 a square foot and
Tripp Williams
up
753-0563
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers. offices
Wufff's Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and set
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 attar 4pm.
GERALD WALTER-ST
Rooting, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
terenoes 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding.
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING Ron Hall Heat
wig, Coding and Electric
Co Service, unit replace
mint and complete install
lion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
ITS time to start thinking
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne's Lawn Ser
vice, 489-2342 Free estimates Reasonable rates
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560

L&L LAWN SERVICE commercial or residential free
estimates Call 753-4001
after 5pm
ROOFING, vinyl siding 8
replacement windows. 30
years experience. Free estimates Call 753-6158.
SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commeroal Seryall Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair.

KanamhBambill_753.2674.
SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-6142
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri . 753-0530.
WILL do yard work 8 mowing 437-4071
WILL mow yards and rake
Call 753-8306 after
4 30prn

A free calico cat, 7mo old,
has fist shots, 2nd vet
check up. Call 753-0003
after 3prn
VERY playful, spirited
beautiful 1 month old gray
male cat Needs dedicated
adult to bond with
753-0266

1!(claim,

CIINN,'led Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service Is a handy dipout section running each Monday in the classifieds You get a
2x1 display ad. regularly priced
at $10.00, for

FOR hire 12yr old bust
nesa man, 2yrs experience reedy to do yard
spring cleaning & summer
mowing Call 750-9921
GAIL'S Creative Designs
Computer embroidery
9arn 2pm 753-5745

Resieenthal • CONWIMICi111

(502 489-2117
LICENSED for electric and
•
• gas 753-7203
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALL gutters 8 leaves
cleaned Mowing, leaf peck
a BOB'S Plumbing Repair
up
hasng Call David EbiW-Serftelt-Itilholattc-Tiltarlavteed
753-1134 or
at Sorter' Lawn Care
436-5832
_74.3-6906 „

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435 4699
435-4327

1100011CRICS

Taking
Orders
Now

RIDDLE
PLUMBING

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum or 13 Wrieui)
StO• •

our office today or dial 753-1916

Can (502) 382-2306
NWI1101apt VW or MasterCard

CUSTOS. KITCHEN CAOMETS
CUSTOM WOOOVPOIRKMK1

Al Types Of

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

MasterCard

• Drop f*, Ann Soo Our Showroom •
we Iwobory &wow Allohod &lofty &ONO

753-5940
• 11\11-.41041e"".-- .4••

Call Us Today!

7534916

saA

• 7";

MURRAY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Fnday, March 11, the 70th day of 1994. There are 295
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11, 1942, as Japanese forces continued to advance in the
Pacific during World War 11, Gen. Douglas MacArthur kit the Philippines for Australia. vowing: "1 shall return."
On this date:
In 1810, Emperor Napoleon of France was married by proxy to
Archduchess Marie Louise of Austria.
In 1861, the Confederate convention in M5intemery. Ala., adopted
a constitution.
In 1888, the famous Blizzard of '88 struck the northeastern United
States, resulting in some 400 deaths.
In 1930, former President and U.S. Chief Justice Taft was buried in
Arlington National Cemetery.
In 1941, President Roosevelt signed into law the Lend-Lease Bill,
providing war supplies to countries fighting the Axis.
In 1954, the U.S. Army charged Wisconsin Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy and his subcommittee's chief counsel, Roy Cohn, had exerted
pressure to obtain favored treatment for Pvt. G. David Schine, a former consultant to the subcommittee.
In 1959, the Lorraine Hansberry drama "A Raisin in the Sun,"
starring Ruby Dee and Sidney Poitier, opened at New York's Ethel
Barrymore Theater.

Tea years ago
Charles Cella, senior at Murray
High School, is a candidate for
1984 U.S. Presidential Scholars
Program. He is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. C. Ronald Cella.
In First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament, Marshall
County beat Tilghman and Calloway County beat St. Mary's.
Both games went into overtime.
High scorer for Calloway was
Brad Skinner.
The Jubilee Ringers of Memorial Baptist Church achieved an A
rating at Kentucky Handbell Festival at Western` Kentucky University. Members are David Outland, Jeremy White, Sherry Meadows, Robbie Perrin, Kelly
Cathey, Jon Billington, Michael
Wilkins, Ben Yoo, Amy Ross,
Phillip Billington, Trevor Mathis,
Kellye Olson, Matt Phillips, Jared
White and Laurie Hancock.

Ten years ago: Gary Hart found himself the target of criticism during a debate by Democratic presidential candidates, particularly from
Walter F. Mondale, who ridiculed Hart's new ideas theme, asking,
DEAR ABBY: After giving birth
"Where's the beef?" — a reference to a line in a TV commercial. to twins, I decided to quit my job
Five_ yeirs ago: Former World Bank head John J. McCloy, who had and stay home to take care of our
babies. My husband and I are on a
advised'. several --presidents, died in Stamford, Conn., at age 93.
rather tight budget, and we needoky
One year igo: Janet Reno was unanimously confirmed by the two very expensive
appliances
Senate as attorney general. North Korea withdrew from the Nuclear because the ones we had broke down
Non-Proliferation Treaty in a harsh rebuff of Western demands to and it would cost too much to repair
open suspected nuclear weapons development sites for inspection. them.
My mother-in-law said, "Go
Today's Birthdays: Lord Wilson, former prime minister of Great
Britain, is 78. Media mogul Rupert Murdoch is 63. ABC News corres- ahead and buy them; I will help you -pondent Sam Donaldson is 60. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia with the payments."
Well, I took her at her word and
is 58.
signed for the appliances. MeanThought for Today: "We are creatures of the moment; we live from while, six months
have passed, and
one little space to another; and only one interest at a time fills these." not a word from my mother-in-law
— William Dean Howells, American author and editor (1837-1920). about her promise. When she was
over at our house, I said,"Mom, how
do you like the two new appliances?".

Twenty years ago
Murray High School Tigers
beat Paducah Tilghman 67 to 65
for championship of First Regional High School Basketball
Tournament. High scorer for
Murray was Glenn Jackson. Murray will play Warren East at 9
p.m. on March 14 at State Tournament at Louisville. In semifinals of Regional, Murray beat
Hickman County and Tilghman
beat Carlisle County.
Murray Post Master Lester
Nanny and Assistant Post Master
Cleo Sykes are pictured inspecting a sheet of new ten cent stamp
commemorating the 75th anniversary of Veterans of Foreign Wars
organization. The stamp was
issued today, March 11, all over
the United States.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray,
March 4.

Thirty years ago
The Murray Lions Club will
replace glasses lost or broken
because of the tornado on March
4, said James Clopton, club
president.
Army 2nd Li George T. Karnavas is serving with Fourth
Armored Division in New Ulm,
Germany.
Letha Young, Johnny Rose,
Beverly Brooks, Stanley Jewell,
Sheila Polly, Don Faughn, Patsy
Lax and Billy Joe Hodges have
been named as superlatives of
Murray High School Class of
1974.
Toni Burchett of Calloway
County has been selected as
Shield Queen for Murray State
College Shield. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Burchett.
Charles Burkeen, a member of
Calloway County School Board,

take her promises seriously and
you won't be disappointed.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: I live in a large
apartment complex. Each building
has a laundry room with several
washers and dryers. However, some
of us have a recurring problem with
our neighbors.
Some people leave their things in
the washer or dryer for a long time,
which means that the rest of us
have to wait to do our laundry until
they remove their stuff.
How long should we wait before
removing their laundry? The problem is that there is no place to put

DEAR DOUBLE: Once
burned, shame on her; twice
burned, shame on you. Talk is
Cheap — and so is she. Don't

BLONDIE
JAKE HATES WHAT ABOUT
FISH AND
CHICKEN AND
HE MATES
PEAS AND
BABY CARROTS
WILD
RICE

JAKE HATES CHICKEN AND
PEAS AND CARROTS! IN
FACT, JAKE HATES JUST
ABOur EVERYTHING

THE FAR SIDE

murs MORE,IT ISN'T SO
MUCH JAKE LEAVING THE
COMPANY AS IT iS THE
COMPANY LEAVING I-- .1
JAr.E

By GARY LARSON

t-0 the
Wow(eCc
north paSrure It May iocK ),tce
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)
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•
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CALVIN and HOBBES
0•
443%
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TO DO

WE. fal61114ENT
HON, WU
TICKS STILL
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spoke at a meeting of Faxon
Mothers' Club.
Forty years ago
Murray Chapter No. 50 of Disabled American Veterans has
been awarded a national "Q" catsuon for reaching and surpassing
its membership quota of 25 for
1953-54.
Mr. and Mrs. Bates Richardson
were married 50 years Feb. 28.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Smith,
March 10.
Clara Eagle discussed "Color
Harmony" and Mrs. Eat' Huie had
on display a number of floral
arrangements at a meeting of
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Louye Suiter presented a program on "Spanish Speaking People
of the South" at a meeting of
W.S.C.S. of First United Methodist Church.

DEAR ABBY
She said, "Oh, you showed them
to me last time I was here; they are
very nice." Then she changed the
subject.
Abby, this is not the first time
she has offered to help with payments. Three years ago, we went
shopping for wall-to-wall carpet,
and she promised us she would help
with the payments, and that was
the last we heard-abotztit.------I am really upset about her broken promises. What should I do?
DOUBLE DISAPPOINTMENT

DAILY COMICS
DOES YOUR
muffiAti) LIKE
FISH? DOES
HE LIKE WILD
RICE'

17

Riattlatimu 11. 1194

LEDGER 1 TIMES

TI-Iks FEELS I CO 43/141 -114ltiK IF
WE `SOKE UP tillit,
'LIKE A
NIGiiTt4ARE
SitE.•D 111 US
VAPWE. cOFfl_E. P
TOO

their laundry, and most people don't
want anyone else touching their
stuff. There are lighted timers on
the washers and dryers, but I've
had to wait sometimes 45 minutes
until a machine is available.
I know this-naaylwt sound like a
critical problem, but it is very frustrating. Sign me ...

"WET HEN"IN WALNUT CREEK
DEAR WET HEN: It's common courtesy to remove one's
laundry from washers and dryers within 15 minutes after the
cycle is completed, so if your
neighbors don't do so, do it for
them. Put their laundry in their
basket, iirtheY left one; if there's
no basket, put it on top of the
machine.
Also, considerate tenants who
do not have daytime jobs should
do their laundry during the day
in order to free the machines for
those who must wash on weekends and evenings.
Perhaps if this were posted
in the laundry room, your
thoughtless neighbors would
get the message.
CCC

CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEWBOY IN SCHOOL":"If a man
does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is
because he hears a different
drummer. Let him step to the
music which he hears, however
measured or far away." — Henry
David Thoreau (1817-1862)

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: I've battled
incontinence for years. I'm a 28-yearold male in otherwise good health.
Some days I will have between three

and-five movements with incredible
urgency. The condition is amplified by
Basle field trips

3"

CATHY
FIRST Ii0U WERE CLAW.,
THEN VOLA LNERE PARANOID...
THEN 40t,I ORE ALOOF

,

•
IT'S CLASSIC RELATIONSHIP
9180TAsE, CATIN
9OU'RE
SCARED Of GETTING INVOLVED,
AND ARE USN& EVERY TRICK
IN THE BOOK TO RUIN IT'

4

otr;

00

jIL
AMEMEMMEM\

BEFORE 40I1 COMPLETEL4
DESTRCN THIS RELATIONSHIP,
I BEG 4:0U 10 STOP AND
TAKE A 6000 LOOK AT
WHAT ALEX AND YOU HAVE
BETWEEN YOU'!

TWO DONUTS,
FIVE BROWNIES
AND A PIE.

F000.
THE ULTIMATE WUDEFENSE
WEAPON.

immommp.
ACROSS

I ''Wkir
trope ill
4 A
t

AA
g/14.."..,..____

13 S-shaped
curve
14 Historic
period
15 Right to
choose
17 Alternative
word
18 Bright color
19 Old musical
instrument
21 Wear away
23 Laborious
27 Roman two
28 -Waiting for
—"
29 Salamander
31 Sob
34 Amidst
35 Female
sandpiper
37 Memo abbr
39 Cooled lava

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE
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Ranger's
sidekick
6 Saver symbol
7 Recent
(abbr.)
8 Actor Richard
9 Brave
10 Angered
11 Marquis de
16 Wrongful
dispos-
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64 Once — a
time
65 Club —
66 Cry of pain
67 — and
PePPer
DOWN
1 In favor of
2 "Alley —"
3 Okla. time
4 Radio's
Garrison —
5 Lone

GARFIELD
WOMEN LIKE MEN WHO ARE
TALL DARK AND HANDSOME

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Facsimile
machine
42 Mouse's
cousin
44 Religious
poem
46 "Come all —
faithful"
48 Unusual
things
50 Fish's
breathing
organs
53 Snack (51i
54 WWII area
55 Presley ID
57 Greatest
61 Baseball stat
62 Singer Diana

1 — -marked
5 Sharp taste
9 Towel
insignia
iwne pink
12 Light
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PEANUTS

YOU 500 ME A WOR1'HLE55 OAT! I DID NOT!

I WANT MY DOLLAR 'JACK! TRY AND GET iT!
LET 60 OF THAT OAT!LET 60 YOURSELF:GIVE e
ME MY DOLLARILET 60!LET 60 YOUR5ELFU
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session
20 Scottish
uncle
22 Ocean State
(abbr.)
23 Weekendwelcoming
abbr
24 Mrs Charles
Chaplin
25 Identification
(abbr
26 Letter before
gee
30 Office worker
32 Abnormal
breathing
sound
33 Sweet
potatoes
36 Hearing
organ
38 Narrow strip
of land
41 Woody
43 Light brown
45 Three-toed
sloth
47 — Paso.
Texas
49 Stir up
50 Microbe
51 "Let — —
(Beatles
album)
52 Agile
56 Hawaiian
food
58 New Deal
*Qom,'
(abbr
59 The sun
60 An explosive

63 Spentsil
(abb.

stress and puts large restrictions on
my lifestyle. I've been to a gastroenterologist, had colonoscopy, intestinal
X-rays and an ultrasound. The conclusion is simply spastic colon. Would
you now suggest a chiropractor, herbologist, acupuncture or reflexology?
I'm desperate.
DEAR READER: Your problem is
certainly tantamount to disaster,
especially for a young man in good
health. The unpredictable intestinal
spasms of irritable bowel can be difficult to control.
Quite honestly. I don't believe that
the various resources you mention
would be of much help, although
stress counseling might assist you in
avoiding attitudes and situations that
aggravate your bowel urgency.
I believe you could find much relief
from the judicious use of anti-spasm
medications, such as Donnatal or
Librax. The drugs. available by prescription only, would reduce- the
strength of the bowel contractions,
allowing you more control.
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Irritable Bowel Syndrome"
and "Constipation and Diarrhea."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $1.25 for each report plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY
10163. Be sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you have a
recommendation for the treatment of
psoriasis?
DEAR READER: This common skin
disorder, of unknown cause, is characterized by recurring patches of dry,
irritated skin with white or silvery
scales. There is no single. consistently
effective treatment.
Initially, lubricating ointments and
cortisone creams may control the skin
lesions for years As a next step, coal
tar emollients are beneficial
For severe or resistant psoriasis,
light therapy is helpful. After taking
pills called psoralens, the patient is
exposed to ultraviolet light
Methotrexate, an anti - metabolic
medicine, is reserved for especially
severe psoriasis that does not
respond to the steps I outlined. 'Phe
drug is given as a pill and is sometimes associated with dangerous side
effects, such as kidney and liver dam-

age
In my opinion, patients with moderate/severe psoriasis should be under
the care of dermateiggi
zmsE
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DEATHS
Mrs. Loma Mae Willis
Mrs. Loma Mae Willis. 91, New Concord, died Thursday at 7:21
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church.
Her husband. Cadens Baum Willis, died Dec. 17, 1970, and her
son, William Canis Wilson, died -Aug. 7. 1990.
Born March 14, 1902, at Buchanan. Tenn., she was the daughter of
the. late Daniel Jackson and LOOM' Culpepper Jackson.
Survivors include one granddaughter. Glom scan Wilson, Royal
- , Indianola, Miss.. several
Oak, Mich.; one sister. Mrs. Vesta Tyner
nieces and nephews.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
banal arrangements.

Donald Lee Burkeen
Services for Donald Lee Burkeen will be Saturday at 11 a m in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Don Bowers will
officiate. Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery
Friends may call from 5 to 9 p.m today (Friday) at the funeral
home.
Mr. Burkeen. 56. Rt. 3. Murray, died Wednesday at 3 56 p m at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran, he was a member of Temple Hill United Methodist
Church Born Dec. 26. 1937. in Calloway Count), he was the son ol
the late Uric Joe Burkeen and Addle Lee Darnell Burkeen
Survivors include two sons. Richard Burkeen and wile. Kathy, and
Joseph Burkeen. and one granddaughter, Meagan Burkeen. Lake
Orion, Mich.. one sister. Mrs. Brooksie Belcher and husband, Howard,
Belleville, III., one brother. Edward Eulane Burkeen and wife, Helen,
Cadiz.

Mrs. Augusta (Gusta) Conner
The funeral for Mrs. Augusta (Gusta) Conner will be Saturday at 1
p.m in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home The Rev. James
Hale will officiate. Burial will follow in Wadesboro Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p m today (Friday)
The family requests that expressions of sympathy he to St. Jude•s
Children's Hospital. Mempms.. Tenn., or a fasonte charity.
Mrs. Conner, 89, Rt. I. Alm. died at 9-05 a m Thursday at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway Count) Hospital
She was preceded in death by her husband. W.H Conner who died
Jan. 16, 1967, one daughter. Anne Course) who died Dec 28. 1983.
and one son, Jerry Conner, who died July 2. 1484
Survivors include two sons, W.O. (Bill) Conner and wife. Mary.
Jackson, Miss., and James H. Conner and wife, Bettye. Benton: a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Franlue Hurt. Hardin: 10 grandchildren. four step
grandchildren: 19 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Georgia Clara Pace
Final rites for Mrs Georgia Clara Pace are today at I p m in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton The Re Raymond Lewis is
officiating Burial will be in Sunny Slope Cemetery in McCracken
County.
Mrs. Pace. $4. Benton. died Tuesday at Mills Manor Nursing Home.
Mayfield
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs Linda Recd. Hardin. and one
grandson. Timothy Gray. Borman. Calif

Raleigh Coplen
A

_

Funeral rites for Raleigh Coplen will be -today at 3 .4) p.m in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Eddie Richardson will otti‘iate. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery there
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the lorm of contributions to
32nd Street Church of Christ. Paducah.
Mr. Coplen, 83 _La Center._ died _Tuesday _at_ 6_;:s m at V4esierit
Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs_ Maurine Maddox Coplen. one son
Bill Coplen. Kevil. one sister, Mrs Norma Sue Steele. Murriy. three
griandchildren. Chanssa Harris. Kevil. Noel eoplen. %king°. and Meg
Ttqley. Fredonia.

Burley C. Watts Jr.
Funeral rites for Burley C
Watts Jr. were _held Jan. 17 at
Miller Funeral Home. Sioux
Falls. S.D. Bunal was in Hills of
Rext -Memorial Park there.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to
Amcncan Cancer Society or to
the Sioux Valley Hospital Hospice Program. Sioux Falls.
Mr. Watts Jr., 72, of 605 SW.
Willow Ave.. Sioux Falls, died
Jan. 13 at Sioux Valley Hospital.
A former resident of western
Kentucky, Mr. Watts had resided
in Sioux Falls since 1958. He
also had 'lived in Chicago. Ill.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Lillian Konstad Waus, to
whom he was married on Nov.
24, 1943, in Chadron, Neb.; one
daughter, Cindy Watts, Sioux
Falls: two granddaughters, Cheryl
Whitt-Myst, Grand Junction, Col.,
and Carol Karschnik, Sioux Falls:
three great-granddaughters, Sar-

ah. Shauna and Ashlce. one sis ter. Mrs. Goldie Atwood, Cobb,
. one brother, Vernon Watts,
Bell, Calif.

Edward J.
Shepard
Edward J. Shepard. 83. Hazel.
died Thursday at 1 .03 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
-He was preceded in death by
his first wife,_Mrs. DOM She:lard,
and one brother. Howard She:
pard. Born March 4, 1911. in
Michigan. he was the son of the
late Fred J. Shepard and Anna
Van-Belkam Shepard.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Mary Richerson Shepard, to
whom he was married on Oct. 24,
1993.T one daughter, Mrs. Ruth
Williams and husband. Robert T.,
North Muskegon. Mich.; two
stepsons, Glen Richerson and
wife. Linda. Murray, and Dwain
Richerson and wife, Diane,
.Harel. two.half sisters, Mrs:
Ellen Mane Abram and husband.
Phillip. and Mrs. Katie Ann
Hyatt. Conklin, Mich.: five
grandchildren. five stepgrandchildren. live great-grandchildren:
live stepgreat-grandchildren.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home willbe in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Amendment is
added to bill
by committee
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee on Thursday
added an amendment to a campaign financing bill that could
leave exploratory campaigns for
governor in a gray area.
The Senate State Government
Committee amended a campaign
finance bill., to say exploratory
slates.loLgovernor and lieutenant
go% crnor•Ao not have to register
with the state until they file their
papers seeking the nomination.
The original bill required
exploratory campaigns to file
with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.
The registry has said'-a 1992
law bars anyone from spending
money toward running for governor without registering a campaign committee and a candidate
for lieutenant governor.
Committee Chairman Joe Meyer. D-Covingion, said several
possible gubernatorial candidates
told him_ they did not want to
register as exploratory candidates He would not say which
-ptu.s-i-b-l-e---c.andidate-s contacted
him

Toyotas
Cost Less In Murray

4 cyl. automatic, air, tilt wheel, cruise, power windows, power locks.

AM/FM cassette, rear window defogger, floor mats, dual air bags.
Tax•banes extra

Ilirldual *I1.454 30

"'lid ins tired end lease with Si 500 down rash or trade

14000 miles per year

5-speed manual transmission, air, tilt wheel, cruise, power winpower locks. AM/FM cassette, rear window defogger. floor mats.
raised center arm rest, mud flaps, dual air bags.
Residual 69.424

Tax S license extra.

15.000 miles per year

4 cyl. automatic, air, power steerin, carpeted floor mats. AM/FM cassette, rear
window defogger, door edge guards. pin striping, dual air bags.
-NB me closed end lease with 11600 doom rash or trade Residual *7 134 Tax A license extra 15.000 miles per year
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EXERCISE
OPEN
HOUSE

4 cyl, 4-speed mantial transmission, air. AM/FM cassette, carpeted floor
mats, right hand mirror, rear window defogger.
NS ..no closed end lease esth 6500 cloven rash or trade

Residual 114 916 70

Tits A license extra

15.000 mile@ per year

Sunday, March 13
2-4 p.m.
BURLEY WATTS JR.

Both New On Market

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
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"SOUTHWEST VILLA"
2112 Southwest Drive

4 cyl. 5-speed manual transmission, air.
metallic paint, cloth seats, floor mats,
rear step bumper. cargo bed tie down
hooks. styled Steel wheels.
••311m. rimed end lease with 111000 dawn cash sr trade Residual
813.INS 84 Tea•linerwe sutra 114000 males per weer

"CANTERBURY1512 Beckett

Ofiluvo
Loretta Alles Realtors
2011 N. ach Ng.
(101) 7111-14.3

1307 South 12th

-

Mtair.iy, KY
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